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In this issue of the St. John's College catalogue, St. John's presents 
its program in operation on two campuses-the parent campus in An
napolis, Maryland, and the western campus, dedicated on October 10, 

1964, in Santa Fe, New Mexico. 
St. John's College believes that education proceeds best in a small 

and intimate learning community. The present expansion of the college 
population of the country was, of course, widely foreseen. It was obvious 
that St. John's would feel the effect of this projected increase. Thus, five 
years ago St. John's faced the prospect of either increasing its enrollment 
or turning away many who desired its unique program. The Board of 
Visitors and Governors decided to meet the need by duplicating the 
Annapolis college on another campus, likewise designed for three hun-

dred students. 
Santa Fe was chosen as the place for the new campus after consid

eration of many other proposed sites. This city offered the College a 
location in the fast-growing Southwest, where a college like St. John's 
fills a real need. It afforded advantages of and a warm interest 
from the local citizens. As a city with a long colonial history it was com
parable to Annapolis. With its Spanish background and its surrounding 
mountains it differed interestingly from the old home of the College. 

Ground was broken in the spring of 1963 for the classroom building, 
the laboratory, and the student center. Within eighteen months these 
three buildings and nine dormitory units were completed. Meanwhile, a 
Faculty was selected, mainly from among the tutors then teaching at 
AnnajJolis. The new campus opened on October 1, 1964. 

The new campus is an integral part of a single institution. There is 
one Board, one President, and one Faculty, whose members teach at one 
or the other of the campuses. The educational program is guided by the 
Dean of the College and the Instruction Commitiee. In Santa Fe there is 
a Dean in charge who is also Associate Dean of the College. 

The two campuses comprise one legal entity, functioning under the 
original Maryland Charter of St. John's College. Both are accredited by 
the Middle States Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools. Ad
mission of students to either campus is granted on the same terms to 
qualified applicants without limitation by race, creed, or sex. The same 
curriculum is taught in Santa Fe as in Annajwlis. The hcweve;·, 
anticipate the possibility of an interesting educational dialogue between 
the two in the years ahead as the tutors on both campuses continue to 
seek the best means of achieving the ends of liberal education. 



The St. John's Program 

The Goal of Liberal Education 

That young men and women are in need of education is a generally 

accepted proposition. But people do not agree as to what education 

means, what its goals are, and what its methods should be. It can be 

said, however, that two ideas of education prevail universally. Children 

and adolescents have to learn, and do learn, the habits and customs of 
the society to which they belong and into which they grow; they have 

to assimilate, and do assimilate, the religious, moral, and political tradi

tions of their elders. On the other hand, young men and women have 

to prepare themselves for their later lives and the specific tasks they will 

shoulder by choice or necessity; they have to acquire, in addition to fun

damental literacy, expertness in certain fields-mechanical skills, for 

example, or trade experience, knowledge of a definite kind. 

Yet these two ideas of education do not define the goal of educa

tion sufficiently well. For all depends on the spirit in which those tra

ditions are kept and on the understanding that underlies those various 

skills, experiences, and knowledges. All customs, all arts and sciences, 

however particular, embody principles of a general nature. To be aware 

of these principles means to be able to look beyond the immediate, the 

accepted, and the necessary. The acquisition of such ability is the goal 
of a liberal education. 

In a free society this goal can never be dispensed with. For in de

liberating about a course of action, in deciding what the welfare of an 

individual and what the common good require, one has to distinguish 

between the expedient and the just, the apparent and the trul", the con

tingent and the essential; one has to have acquired, in other words, the 

rudiments of a critical intelligence and an awareness of principles that 

govern our behavior and our understanding. 

7 
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Liberal Education and Scholarship 
All institutions of higher learning derive their original impulse 

from this goal of liberal education. They are, indeed, meant to be, in 
the words of the SL John's College Charter of 1784, "institutions for the 
liberal education of youth in the principles of virtue, knowledge and 
useful literature." Learning is the way in which this goal has to be 
approached. It is difficult, therefore, to separate the idea of liberal edu
cation from the ideal of scholarship. Yet many of the difficulties that the 
practice of education encounters are rooted in its relation to scholarly 
pursuits. 

There are bodies of knowledge established by the cumulative efforts 
of many generations of scholars. These are the subjects taught and 
learned, on different levels, in all schools. Liberal learning occurs when 
the study of these bodies of knowledge is so organized that the student's 
faculties for grasping principles among particulars, for discerning the 
essential in the accidental, are strengthened by exercise and discipline. 
At the same time as he is acquiring this discipline, the student acquires 
some understanding of those questions with which the world confronts 
him. All who strive to live well must ask the questions, however impossible 
it may seem to answer them. 

This liberal learning is the pre-requisite of all further study. Scholar
ship which advances knowledge depends upon it, and liberal learning 
in turn is enriched by scholarly discovery. But the mode in which liberal 
study is carried on is not the mode of scholarship. 

Scholarship, by its very nature, requires attention to all the ram
ifications of a given subject. Though guided by a view of the whole, 
scholarship depends upon a detailed understanding of all the particulars. 
Thus scholarly attention cannot avoid being confined to a special subject 
matter. Scholars must specialize. Applied to the enterprise of liberal 
education, however, to the process of learning, scholarship seems to en
tail a fractioning of the student's attention, a multiplication of special 
disciplines. This means that either the education of the student or his 
scholarship or both may suffer. 

This danger became acute with the triumphant rise in the nine
teenth century of the natural sciuices and the concomitant, though quite 
separate, development of historical and philological investigations, 
claiming equal status with the traditional subjects of study. The elective 
system was introduced to cope with this situation. The new studies claimed 
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the right to come into the curriculum on an equality with the old, re
gardless of the reason for the curricular structure as it had existed. The 
elective system thus led to a multiplication of subject matters, the effect 
of which was hardly alleviated by the device of majors. The liberal arts 
college lost sight of its goal; the ideal of scholarship often degenerated 
into an empty form; curricula were conceived with reference to the re
quirements of the graduate, professional, and vocational schools or to 
the conditions of employment in the contemporary world. Colleges became 
timidly and obediently preparatory. A revaluation of the content of 
liberal studies and of their relation to education and to scholarship 
became imperative. 

The Liberal Arts 
In 1937 St. John's College, under the leadership of Stringfellow Barr 

and Scott Buchanan, undertook this task It set up a course of studies 
designed to rehabilitate the name and the meaning of a liberal arts 
curriculum. 

For more than two thousand years, up to the middle of the nine
teenth century, the liberal arts were the backbone of formal education. 
These were conceived, in late antiquity, as divided into two groups, the 
trivium of grammar, rhetoric, and logic, and the quadrivium of arithmetic, 
music, geometry, and astronomy. Language and mathematics were thus 
established as the mainstays of the traditional curriculum of higher 
education. vVith the advance of knowledge and with changes in the 
fundamental outlook of man, the interpretation and content of these 
arts changed. It was inescapable, however, that as long as they remained 
effective as liberal arts they performed their primary function of mediat
ing men's understanding, of giving conscious form to knowledge through 
systems of signs accommodated to men's intellects-that is, words and 
numbers. 

The liberal arts enable men to win knowledge of the world around 
them and knowledge of themselves in this world. Under their guidance 
men can free themselves from the wantonness of prejudice and the 
narrowness of beaten paths. Under their discipline men can acquire the 
habit of listening to reason. A genuinely conceived liberal arts curricu
lum cannot avoid aiming at this most far-reaching of all human goals. 

To attempt to recover the true use of the liberal arts St. John's has 
organized its curriculum around them. Rather than considering its 
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classes as intended to impart information, the College plans its teaching 
to foster on the one hand the acquisition of the grammars of language 
and mathematics, through which ideas are conveyed to human minds; 
and, on the other hand, to bring the student face to face with the ideas 
that the great thinkers have formulated in response to their experience 
and knowledge. 

This attempt to recover the true meaning of the liberal arts in
volved a return to the long tradition of Western thought, but at the 
same time it amounted to a new approach to this tradition. For the many 
and varied additions to the_ fond of knowledge that overwhelmed the 
academic world in the nineteenth century had brought the danger that 
the tradition would be broken. St. John's realized that the revived tra
dition would have to assimilate the new knowledge, not reject iL It was 
a test of the liberal arts that they should be expected to accomplish 
this assimilation. 

In a way this tradition is not in the books of the Western world, it 
is rather the heritage by which we live, the spirit which permeates our 
thinking and speaking, our attitudes and concerns. This heritage, how
ever, can wither away. To prevent this, we must be ready to go back to 
the sources and to reflect on what they have to say. This is the way in 
which education can become a deliberate and planned undertaking. And 
it is at this point that specialized scholarly pursuits may well interfere 
with the overall educational goal. 

The SL John's program tries to avoid this pitfall. It has selected a 
number of books, the signposts as it were, on the various roads of our 
tradition, and has organized a comprehensive curriculum around them. 
It considers the authors of these great books the real teachers in the 
curriculum. For in these books they present to the student the substance 
of human experience, the elements out of which it is built, the whole 
range of questions that have to be raised and of answers that can be given. 
It is one thing, hovvever, to approach these books with the concern and 
apparatus of a scholar, and another to experience their impact directly, 
within the frame of our natural interests and unexamined opinions. This 
latter is the frame of mind that the curriculum presupposes in the 
beginning, The process 0£ learning consists in the gradual transformation 
of this frame, through the acquisition of intellectual skills that enable 
the student to examine his own assumptions and free his mind for a 
better understanding and real insight. The great themes of the tradition 
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become alive and meaningful in this process. And the acqu1Slt10n of 
those intellectual skills indicates that the discipline of the liberal arts has 
taken hold of the learning mind. 

There are many ways to foster this discipline. The curriculum em
phasizes four of them: discussion, translation, demonstration, and experi
mentation. They are followed in all the branches of the program which 
will be described in the following pages. But whatever the methods used, 
they all serve the same end: to make the student think for himself, to 
enable him to practice the arts of freedom. Free minds must be able to 
view concrete situations, to deliberate by formulating clear alternatives, 
and to arrive at a deciding choice. This ability presupposes the habit 
of careful scrutiny and of dispassionate judgment. Inasmuch as this 
habit characterizes scholarly pursuits, the course of study at St. John's is 
an exercise in scholarship. Inasmuch as scholarship has to pay attention 
to all the details and particulars of a given subject matter and thus tends 
toward expertness in a special field, the course of study at St. John's can 
be said both to fall short of meeting scholarly demands and to go far 
beyond them. Scholarly responsibility toward the content of learning 1s 
necessary in liberal education; scholarly specialization is not. 

The Great Books 

The books that serve as the core of the curriculum were chosen over 
a period of nearly forty years, first at Columbia University, at the Uni
versity of Chicago, at the University of Virginia and, since 1937, at St. 
John's College. The list of these books was criticized and tested in actual 
teaching and learning during that period, and this process still continues 
under conditions set by the single all-required curriculum which all stu
dents at St. John's follow. Every year some books are taken off the list and 
some are added to it. On the whole, however, the list is now a fairly stable 
one. Most of the books in it are universally accepted as being among the 
original sources of our intellectual tradition. 

These books are often called the classics, a name that carries with it 
a wide range of connotations, from "venerable" to "out-of-date." It 
suggests remote and even At St. the d::i.ssics 
are not treated as objects in an art gallery collection or as the ornamental 
background of a more weighty and seemingly more 
routine" The books are taken directly into our contemporary life. 
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are read in English. In the process a new understanding of the classics 
and of classical education emerges. The books begin to speak, and what 
they have to say is not an academic lesson to be learned; it is of immediate 
concern to the students and can, therefore, touch and move their minds. 

This is so because these books raise the persistent and humanly 
unanswerable questions of human existence; because they lend themselves 
to different interpretations that bring to light a variety of independent 
and yet complementary meanings; because they are works of fine art, 
the clarity and beauty of which reflect their intrinsic intelligibility; and 
finally because they are masterpieces in the liberal arts, seeking truth 
with adequate means. All this justifies their being called great, be they 
books on mathematics or books of poetry, be their subject matter sci
entific, ethical, metaphysical or theological. All the great books are linked 
together: each one of them is introduced, supported and criticized by all 
the others. They converse with each other, and the students find them
selves taking part, within the limits of their ability, in this great and 
never-ending conversation. 

The Role of Science 

The great books, however, are not the only manifestation of the 
power of the liberal arts. One of the official seals of the College shows 
seven books surrounding a pair of scales. The balance symbolizes, no 
less than the books, the tradition of the liberal arts. It stands for the 
instruments of the scientific laboratory, where the liberal arts are being 
practiced at their best and fullest in the modern world. 

Three hundred years ago algebra and the arts of analytic mathe
matics were introduced into European thought, mainly by Rene Descartes. 
This was one of the great intellectual revolutions in recorded history, 
paralleling and in part determining the other great revolutions, in in
dustry, politics, morals, and religion. It has redefined and transformed 
our whole natural and cultural world. Although it is not the only focal 
point around which the St. John's curriculum may be organized, it is 
one which the College takes special care to emphasize. There is scarcely 
an item in the course which does not bear upon it. The last two years 
of the course exhibit the far-reaching changes that flow from it, and these 
could not be appreciated without the first two years, which cover the 
period from the Greeks to Descartes, 
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Modern mathematics, by using and reinterpreting the knowledge 
of the Greeks, has made possible the mathematical exploration of natural 
phenomena on a scale not dreamed of by the Greeks, and has provided 
the basis for what is known to us as the laboratory. Following the 
classical thread into the modern world, one must therefore find one's 
classical loci not only in the great books but also in the instruments and 
practices of the laboratory, however difficult that may be. 

For this purpose St. John's has set up a four-year laboratory in the 
natural sciences with the main themes of physics, biology, and chemistry 
woven together to catch the understandings and insights that are needed. 
There is the art of measurement, which involves the analytical study of 
the instruments of observation and measurement; crucial experiments 
that mark the history of science have to be reproduced; the interplay of 
hypothesis, theory, and fact has to be carefully scrutinized. All this must 
be supported by solid training in mathematical techniques. SL John's 
has, therefore, more required mathematics and laboratory work than any 
other liberal arts college in the country. 

The task, however, is not to cover exhaustively the various scientific 
disciplines, to bring the student up to date in them or to engage in 
specialized research. It is rather to make the student experience and 
understand the significance of science as a human enterprise involving 
fundamental assumptions and a variety of skills derived from the prac
tice of the liberal arts. The College does not subscribe to the sharp 
separation of scientific studies from the humanities, as if they were 
distinct and autonomous domains of learning. Different fields of explora
tion require different methods and techniques, but the integrity of sci
entific pursuits stems from sources common to all intellectual life, 



The Curriculum 

The four-year course of study that every St. John's student follows 
seeks to attain its educational goal by a variety of instructional devices 
engaging the interest of the student and appealing to his mind in differ
ent ways. There are six divisions of the program: the Seminar, the Lan
guage Tutorial, the Mathematics Tutorial, the Music Tutorial, the 
Laboratory and the Formal Lecture. The correlation between some of 
them is a very close one, and all of them are subordinated to the main 
goal of the curriculum, which is to develop the intellectual and im
aginative powers of the students to their fullest. The following paragraphs 
describe their organization and their special aims. 

It is necessary to preface this description with a general remark about 
the sequence of books, the teaching function of which largely determines 
the structure of the curriculum. On pages 47 to 49 the reader will find 
two listings of the books. The first lists them in more or less chronological 
order, beginning with Homer and ending with authors of the twentieth 
century, and represents the required readings for the four years in the 
various divisions of the program. The second list shows how these 
books are distributed over the four years and also among the subject 
matters of the conventional elective system. 

The distribution of the books over the four years is significant. 
Something over two thousand years of intellectual history forms the 
background of the books of the first two years; about three hundred 
years of history forms the background for almost twice as many authors 
in the last two years. The first year is devoted mostly to the Greeks and 
their special understanding of the liberal arts; the second year contains 
books which belong to the Roman and medieval periods; the third year 
has books of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, most of which 
were originally written in modern languages; the fourth year concen
trates on books of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 

15 
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The chronological order in which the books are read is largely a 
matter of convenience and intelligibility; it has little to do with the so
called historical approach to a subject matter. The St. John's curriculum 
is seeking to convey to the student an understanding of fundamental 
problems that man has to face at all times. In doing that it may help 
the student to discover a new kind of historical perspective and let him 
perceive through all the historical shifts and changes the permanence 
and ever-present gravity of human issues. 

The reading list contains books that ordinarily fall under the label 
of social science. They are read and discussed in their proper context. 
But no special emphasis is given to social studies as such. The economist 
and political scientist, the sociologist and psychologist borrow their 
methods, to a large extent, from the natural sciences. Reflecting on their 
assumptions, they find themselves sharing certain philosophical opinions 
stated explicitly elsewhere. Thus social studies as practiced today hardly 
provide a set of intelligible principles of their own. The curriculum 
seeks to win the proper point of view from which the claim of the social 
sciences to independence could be better understood and justified. One 
must not forget that, whatever the direction of inquiry, the proper study 
of mankind is man. 

It is finally necessary to note that, while St. John's has included 
music in the curriculum, it leaves the fine arts to extracurricular activity. 
The relation of the fine arts to the liberal arts is not sufficiently clarified 
by the current interpretation of the fine arts as an integral part of the 
humanities or as a conspicuous manifestation of culture. This interpre
tation permits them, at best, to become the subject matter of certain 
historical, psychological, and philosophical disciplines, but does not con
tribute to the development of genuine artistic skills. On the other hand, 
the unscheduled extracurricular exercise of such skills on the part of 
individual students gains momentum and substance from the common 
intellectual effort demanded and fostered by the curriculum. 

The Seminar 

A seminar consists of from fifteen to twenty-two students, with two 
faculty members as leaders, all sitting around a large table. It meets twice 
a week, on Monday and Thursday evenings, from eight to ten. The 
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session continues well beyond ten if the topic under discussion has 
aroused a sustained and lively argument. The preparation for each 
seminar meeting amounts, on the average, to one hundred pages of 
reading. The reading assignment may be short if the text is a difficult 
one. It may be lengthy if the text lends itself to an easy understanding. 

HOW IT FUNCTIONS 

The functioning of the seminar differs essentially from either polite 
conversation or the method of formal lecture or recitation. A number of 
persons, for the most part young, of varied backgrounds and faced with 
a text which may present ideas largely foreign to their experience, at
tempt to talk rationally with one another. Such communication pre
supposes a certain community of feeling despite differences in vocab
ulary; more immediately, the seminar presupposes the willingness on the 
part of its members to submit their opinions to a critical scrutiny. The 
demands of the individual and those of the group are in continued inter
play; and, within the limits thus set, the discussion moves with the utmost 
possible freedom. The only rules are politeness toward each other so 
that everybody's opinion can be heard and explored, however sharp the 
clash of opinions may be; and the supporting of every opinion by argu
ment-an unsupported opinion does not count. 

The discussion begins with a question asked by one of the leaders. 
Once under way, it may take any one of many forms. It may concern 
itself primarily with what the author says, with trying to establish the 
course or structure of his argument; with the interpretation of a diffi
cult passage in the text or with the definition of a term; or with prior 
or more general questions that insist on being discussed. It may range 
from the most particular to the most general. It may stay entirely with 
the book or leave it altogether. 

In a freshman seminar the students tend to express their opinions 
with little regard for their relevance or relation to the opinions of others. 
Only gradually, under pressure of the group, does the student learn to 
proceed analytically, keeping to the topic and trying to uncover the 
meanings of the terms which he uses. Such progress in method may be 
crowned by sudden, if rare, insights on the part of individuals, or-an 
even rarer occurrence-by teamwork in which the seminar as a whole 
achieves illumination. 
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FOLLOWING THE ARGUMENT 

The course of the discussion cannot be fixed in advance; it is de
termined rather by the necessity of "following the argument," of facing 
the crucial issues, or of seeking foundations upon which a train of reason
ing can be pursued. The argument does not necessarily lead to the solu
tion of a problem. More often than not the problem remains unsettled, 
with certain alternatives clearly outlined. The progress of the seminar 
is not particularly smooth; the discussion sometimes tends to branch off 
and to entangle itself with irrelevant difficulties. Only gradually can the 
logical rigor of an argument emerge within the sequence of analogies 
and other imaginative devices by which the discussion is kept alive. A 
seminar may also degenerate into rather empty talk or into dull and 
shallow meandering, without being able for a long time to extricate 
itself from such a course. Or it may climb to heights accessible to only 
a few of its members. 

Under these circumstances the role of the leaders is not to give in
formation, nor is it to produce the "right" opinion or interpretation. It is 
to guide the discussion, to keep it moving, to raise objections, to help 
the student in every way possible to understand the author, the issues, 
and himself. The most useful instrument for this purpose is the asking 
of questions; perhaps the most useful device of all is the question "Why?" 
But a leader may also take a definite and positive stand and enter direct
ly into an argument. If he does so, however, he can expect no special 
consideration. Reason is the only recognized authority; all opinions must 
be rationally defended and any single opinion can prevail only by general 
consent. The aim is always to develop the student's powers of reason and 
understanding and to help him to arrive at intelligent opinions of his 
own. 

BACKGROUND: THE CONTEMPORARY SCENE 

It is apparent that a free discussion of this kind cannot be carried 
on in a so-called academic or scholarly vein. The students approach the 
problems raised by the books with assumptions taken from their own 
experiences and determined by the contemporary scene familiar to them. 
Wars, politics, movie stars, and big-league baseball may all crop up in 
a seminar. In continuing the discussion of a particular problem through 
the four years, the student gradually acquires a new perspective which 
allows him to recognize both the sameness of a recurrent problem and 
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the historical variety of its aspects. The historical background of a book 
-the knowledge of which is, at least partly, founded on the reading and 
interpretation of the testimony contained in the great books themselves 
-is not used as a basis for the discussion. It is of course inevitable that 
some information on difficult points related to a specific historical sit
uation is obtained by the students through collateral reading or from the 
seminar leaders. In the main, however, the problems are discussed with 
the aim of ascertaining not how things were, but how things are; of 
ascertaining the position which the student might decide to take on 
rational grounds in the conduct of his own life. This does entail, oc
casionally, a complete disregard of historically pertinent facts. 

THE AIMS 

Such free discussion continuing over a period of four years and 
dealing with persistently recurring questions, problems, and ideas, in the 
varied and changing context of the great books, is the core of the St. 
John's program. The members of the seminar learn to examine their 
opinions rationally, to put them to the test of argument, and to defend 
them in free discussion. They likewise acquire a familiarity with the 
great problems and ideas of Western thought. They gain a better under
standing of the terms in which these problems and ideas are expressed, 
of their ambiguity, and of their full meaning. And this in itself is one 
of the aims of a liberal education. It is the ultimate aim of the seminar 
that the process of thought and discussion thus commenced by the 
student should continue with him throughout life. 

THE PRECEPTORIAL 

For the junior and senior classes the seminars are interrupted for 
nine and a half weeks in the winter to be replaced by preceptorials. The 
students are divided into smaller groups of five or six members each who 
meet weekly with one tutor to study intensively one book, or one subject 
treated in several of the great books. Some eighteen different subjects for 
preceptorials are offered by the seminar tutors. A major purpose of the 
preceptorial is to invite and to guide the student to a thorough and 
responsible study of a text, or of a small group of texts concerned with a 
specific question. The preceptorial period begins the last week of No
vember and continues till the start of the thesis-writing period in late 
February. 
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The Tutorials 
The seminar, although the heart of the St. John's program, cannot 

alone suffice as a means to the end of liberal education unless aided by 
more specialized and stricter disciplines. By its very nature the seminar 
does not give the student an opportunity to cultivate the habits of 
methodical and rigorous study. It has to be supported, therefore, by other 
instructional devices, principally the language, mathematics, and music 
tutorials. Throughout the four years of a student's course at St. John's 
two tutorials, or classes, are scheduled each morning, one in language 
and one in mathematics. Thrice a week sophomores meet also in the 
music tutorial. 

Here, around a table, eight to fifteen students study and learn to
gether under the direct guidance and instruction of a tutor. Other tutors 
often attend, seeking to learn about a particular subject. A tutorial is 
meant to provide the conditions for collaborative study and for the 
manifold teaching and learning relations that hold in a company of good 
friends. There is opportunity for each student to contribute his measure 
of instruction to his fellows. Each tutorial session is one hour in length. 
A tutorial meets four days a week, except in the senior year, when the 
tutorials meet three days a week. 

THE LANGUAGE TUTORIAL 

The advent of specialization in higher education has led to a pro
found neglect of language skills. As country is separated from country 
by the barrier of language, so profession is separated from profession by 
the use of technical jargon. The language tutorial attempts to remedy 
this condition by a training in the means of precise communication and 
persuasion. In a broad sense, it may be conceived of as a resurrection of the 
age-old arts of grammar, rhetoric, and logic. The tutorials concern them
selves with seeking to understand the relation between language and 
thought. To do this they must study the basic articulations of speech, 
the modes of signifying things, the varied connotations and ambiguities 
of terms, the role of metaphors and analogies, and the logical relation 
between propositions. 

PRIMARY AIMS 

The primary purpose of the language tutorials is thus not the 
mastery of any foreign languages. By studying them, however, and by 
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translating from them into English, by comparing them with each other 
and with English, the student learns something of the nature of language 
in general and of his own in particular. During the four years, then, he 
is studying language as such, the discourse of reason, and, through the 
medium of foreign tongues, his own native English. He is discovering 
the resources of articulate speech and learning the rules that must govern 
it if it is to be clear, consistent, and effective; if it is to be adequate and 
persuasive. The media for accomplishing this are Greek in the first and 
second years and French in the third and fourth years. 

In the beginning the emphasis is of necessity on the primary 
grammatical forms and constructions and the basic vocabulary of the 
language in question. Sentences and short passages of good prose and 
poetry are committed to memory. But after a relatively short period of 
time the tutorial has shifted to something more concrete: the slow and 
careful reading and discussion of great works of poetic imagination or 
philosophical thought. Thus the rapid reading for the seminar with its 
attention focused on the large outlines, the general trend, the develop
ment of the central ideas, is supplemented and corrected by a more 
precise and refined study, concerned with every detail and particular 
shade of meaning, and also with the abstract logical structure and 
rhetorical pattern of a given work. These are matters that do not often 
come directly into seminar discussion. The student's concern with them 
in the language tutorials improves all his reading, for whatever im
mediate end, deepens and enriches his understanding, and increases his 
ability to think clearly and to talk well. 

The second purpose of the language tutorial is support of the 
seminar discussion. The student reads and carefully analyzes a few great 
examples and models of prose and poetry in Greek, English, and French. 
Some of these relevant texts are not parts of the seminar readings. The 
further the student advances, the more the language tutorial tends to 
influence the seminar discussion by bringing issues to the fore which 
otherwise might have been neglected and by introducing more precision 
into the terms in which a problem is being discussed. 

The choice of the foreign languages is in part dictated by the 
exigencies of the seminar reading schedule and is in part arbitrary. A 
different set of languages might well be used without changing the basic 
patterns and aims of the language tutorial. At one time Latin and 
German were included in addition to the two languages now studied. 
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This resulted in a scattering of energies with no real and lasting profit 
to the student. 

The French tutorial in the third year begins with a brief but inten
sive study of French grammar followed by a rapid reading of a simple and 
excellent French text. The aim here is economical progress towards 
fluency in the reading and writing of simple French. The rest of the year 
is given over to examining the form and discussing the content of out
standing examples of French prose ranging from single sentences to 
complete works. In the examination of form the simpler kinds of gram
matical, logical, and rhetorical analysis are used as foundations for the 
consideration of questions of purpose and problems of choice in speech 
and writing. Discussions of both form and content are related to appro
priate writing assignments, including exercises in translation in which 
the student attempts to match in his own tongue the excellence of his 
models. 

In the fourth year, after a period of grammar review, the chief in
terest of the third year is again taken up for a time, with different ma
terials. Passages from standard English writers are translated into French: 
discussion of students' versions is helped by comparison with expert 
translations of the texts chosen. The principal activity of this year, how
ever, is the reading of French poems, including a complete play in verse. 
This work has as its immediate object the understanding and enjoyment 
of each poem in its parts and as a whole. It also provides a substantial 
basis, when supplemented by some of the preceding work in language 
tutorial and in seminar, for discussion of the art of poetry and its rela
tion to the traditional liberal arts of language. The writing assignments 
include exercises in translation more ambitious than those attempted in 
the third year. 

SUBORDINATE AIM 

The two main purposes of the language tutorial are to make the 
student understand the nature of language as the human way to articu
late and convey thoughts, especially with respect to his own mother 
tongue; and to support the seminar by a much closer scrutiny of texts. 
A third aim-and one of minor importance-is the learning of the two 
foreign languages themselves. In the time allotted to the study of each 
language, mastery of any one of them is, of course, impossible. What the 
student can reasonably expect to attain is a knowledge of the grammatical 
forms and a feeling for the peculiarities of the language. To experience 
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the individuality of another language is to extend the limits of one's 
sensibility. 

READING KNOWLEDGE EXAMINATIONS AND ESSAYS 

To implement this latter aim, the reading knowledge examinations 
were instituted. The requirements for the final degree of Bachelor of 
Arts include the possession of a reading knowledge of the two foreign 
languages. Passing the Greek tutorial satisfies the requirement in Greek. 
Reading knowledge examinations in French are given three times a yeaL 
Failure the first time in these examinations does not preclude later 
attempts. 

In each of the four years the student tests his linguistic skills by 
writing a number of essays on themes emerging from the discussion in 
the tutorials or seminars, as approved by his language tutor, Each of 
these essays is criticized in detail by the language tutor and is usually 
the subject of a conference between the tutor and the student. St. John's 
is concerned that each student acquire the ability to express his thoughts 
clearly and skillfully, no less in writing than in speaking. The language 
tutorial is one of the means that contribute to this end. 

THE MATHEMATICS TUTORIAL 

Next to their mother tongue the language of numbers and figures is 
the most important symbolic possession of men. In view of the scientific 
and industrial conditions of modern life, the elimination of mathematics 
as a requirement in education is most disturbing. This default has become 
so common now that many persons believe that they natively lack math
ematical ability. It is obvious that high aptitude for mathematics, as 
exhibited in great mathematicians, is rather rare, But the language of 
numbers and figures is not a matter of special aptitude. Even before 
reaching its explicit scientific formulation, mathematics is an integral 
part of our understanding of the world that surrounds us. SL John's is 
trying to overcome the alleged mathematical disability of many of its 
students, and through improved teaching techniques is trying to effect 
an understanding of the fundamental nature and intention of math
ematics. 

ITS CONTENT 

The student begins with the Elements of Euclid, using this to gain 
a notion of deductive science and a mathematical system in general, 
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and to become acquainted with one view of mathematical objects
this view finds its central expression in the theory of ratios-which is 
buried in the foundations of modern mathematics. After Euclid he begins 
the study of Ptolemy's Almagest, centering attention on the problem of 
mathematical "hypotheses" constructed to "save the phenomena." 

In the second year he continues the study of Ptolemy, emphasizing 
those difficulties and discrepancies of his geocentric system which point 
straight toward the "Copernican revolution." He studies Copernicus's
purely theoretical-revision of Ptolemy. He next takes up the Conics of 
Apollonius to investigate a synthetic presentation of the very objects 
whose analytic treatment by Descartes marks the beginning of modern 
mathematics. After this a study of analytic geometry gives rise to a dis
cussion of the meaning of the treatment of conics in algebraic form and 
of algebra as the "analytic art" in general. 

The third year continues this introduction to modern analysis with 
a study of the calculus, preparatory to a consideration of the roots of 
mathematical physics. These are discovered in Galileo's attempt in his 
Two New Sciences to present mathematically a descriptive science of mo
tion. Kepler's work is then studied as an intermediary and Newton's 
Principia as a successful attempt to bring heavenly and earthly motions 
under one law, and to supersede a purely geometric astronomy with a 
"dynamic" theory in which the orbits are governed by force laws. 

In the fourth year the reading of Lobachevski's approach to a non
Euclidean geometry invites reflection on the starting point, the postulates 
of geometry, as well as on the nature of the geometric art as a whole. 
An alternative to Euclidean geometry-in fact, alternatives-having been 
given, a study of axiomatic systems begins. This study leads to a consider
ation of the theory of sets, the foundation of modem mathematics. The 
mathematics program concludes by extending the study of astronomy that 
began with Ptolemy, Copernicus, Galileo, Kepler, and Newton to the 
geometrization of physics proposed by Einstein in the theory of relativity. 

Throughout the four years the students are in continuous contact 
not only with the pure science of mathematics but also with the very 
foundations of mathematical physics. The mathematics tutorial dms 
supports the seminar discussions, bearing on the relation of man to 
nature, the criteria of intelligibility, the nature of knowledge, and the 
all-powerful role of symbols. 
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LOGICAL RIGOR AND IMAGINATION 

The work done in the mathematics tutorials imposes upon the 
student the duty of rigorous demonstration; the blackboard becomes the 
arena of intensive logical struggles. The student is made to see how the 
discovery of logical inconsistencies leads to a revision of the assumptions 
upon which mathematics builds. But it is not only logical rigor that is 
expected of the student; his imagination is constantly brought into play. 
Any devices that might help imaginative effort-geometrical models, 
mechanical linkages, astrolabes, etc.-are used, and often the student 
himself is asked to construct them. Whenever the occasion requires it, 
the student has to exercise his skills in the solution of problems. All this 
detailed preoccupation with mathematical objects and methods, however, 
is subservient to the more general consideration of the relation that 
mathematics has to problems raised in the seminar. On the other hand, 
the mathematics tutorials often refer directly to the work done in the 
laboratory. 

THE CHIEF AIM 

The chief aim of the mathematics tutorial is to give the student 
insight into the nature and practice of thinking, of reasoning that 
proceeds systematically from definitions and principles to necessary con
clusions. He sees and becomes familiar with the power of a method or 
methods that can gather into a single formula or law the most diverse 
phenomena and can thereby predict and even control their occurrence. 
His intellectual imagination is freed and developed to the point where 
he can investigate the structure of worlds that are possible-that is, con
sistent-beyond the power of sense. It is in the various mathematical 
sciences that imagination and reason are seen at their most impressive 
and effective. Here all is distinct, orderly, and necessary. To see reason 
thus at work-building its structures as in pure mathematics, or making 
the world intelligible as in the mathematical sciences of nature-is per
haps the most exciting and absorbing of all intellectual activities. 

THE Music TUTORIAL 

One of the aims of the St. John's program has been to restore music 
as a liberal art to the curriculum. The study of music at St. John's is 
nm directed mwards technical skill but towards the acquisition of a 
linguistic capacity, as it were, for understanding musical ideas. The study 
of music is not properly a separate department of intellectual activity. 
The ancients accorded music a place among the liberal arts because they 
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understood it as one of the essential functions of the associated 
with the mind's power to grasp number and measure, In short the liberal 
art of music is based on the existence of ratios among numbers. The 

of music is valuable in training the mind to a sense of ratio and 
proportion. It is this value that the music tutorial 

In particular, the music program at SL aims at the understand
of music through close study of musical theory and analysis of works 

of musical literature. In the freshman year, by way of all 
students sing il1 a chorus. In the year a regular 
meeting three times a week, brings the and analysis to ~~·"''J'~ 

The music tutorial reflects two different but complementary aspects 
of music. On the one hand music is intimately related to language, 
rhetoric, and poetry. On the other hand it is a unique and self-sufficient 
art which has its roots deep in nature. 

The work includes an investigation of in words as weU as 

notes; a thorough investigation of the diatonic system; a study of the 
ratios of the musical intervals; and a consideration of melody, counter
point, and harmony. None of these is done apart from the sounding 
reahty of good music. The Inventions of the songs of Schubert, the 
Masses of Palestrina, the operas of Mozart, and the instrumental works 
of Beethoven are the real text-books. In the second semester at least one 
major work is analyzed closely. 

Seminars on great works of music are included as part of the 
seminar schedule. Students listen to recordings of the composit10n and 
familiarize themselves with the score prior to the seminar, as 
read a dialogue of Plato or some other book. discussion of a work 
of as of a facilitates and enriches the understanding of iL 

The scientific laboratory may well be the most characteristic insti
tution of the modern world. It should be recalled that it was for the 
purpose of introducing and the laboratory sciences that 
President Eliot of Harvard opened the liberal college to the elective 
system. The hope was that the college would provide the conditions and 
the for the liberalizing and of science. The pres 
ent disorganization of our colleges is evidence that the problem is not yet 
solved, It is of utmost importance that it be solved. St. John's College is 
making the attempt. 
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That is not to say that we are in sight of the solution of this most 
difficult problem. The understanding of scientific laboratory methods 
is not helped by connecting them loosely with the classical tradition as 
explored in our seminars and language tutorials. These methods are the 
consequence of the vast project of study conceived by the great thinkers 
of the seventeenth century. They are based on a mathematical interpre
tation of the universe, which transforms the universe into a great book 
written in mathematical characters. In the laboratory the inquiring mind 
must discover the fundamental assumptions made in the actual experi
mentation, must follow carefully the transposition of those assumptions 
as well as of the findings into suitable mathematical symbols, and must 
finally transcribe natural phenomena into a symbolic network of equa
tions. Not to be carried away by this procedure, not to take it as a matter 
of course, is the prerequisite for a liberal understanding of scientific 
methods. Neither the factual data uncovered science nor the general 
hypotheses and theories that constitute its body are of primary concern 
to liberal learning. It is rather concerned with the artifices of the human 
mind and the human hand that help us to transcend the factual by 
reducing it to universal principles. 

The task of the SL John's laboratory is thus to provide a matrix of 
experimentation and discussion within which such a liberal understand
ing of science will become possible. The student must learn to articulate 
the assumptions involved in both theory and practice. He must overcome 
the temptations of the merely factual and of the theoretical which 
masquerades as factuaL Above all, he must experience the full respon
sibility that a genuinely scientific experiment implies. St. John's cannot 
claim to have achieved a program which is adequate to these aims. On 
a minute scale, the College is struggling with a problem that today 
confronts the entire world. 

THE ORGANIZATION OF THE LABORATORY WORK 

The organization and content of the laboratory work is subject to 
constant study and revision. The present program has been dictated 
largely by three considerations relevant to the liberalization of the study 
of science: (a) The formally scheduled laboratory work must be com
bined with a full and free discussion of the instruments and principles 
involved. (b) The content of the work should be so chosen as to enable 
the student to trace a scientific discipline to its roots in principle, as-
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sumption, and observation. Thus certain integrated wholes of subject 
matter are to be selected as problems in which the roles of theory and 
experimentation can be distinguished through critical study. (c) The 
schedule of laboratory work should give opportunity for a leisurely but 
intensive study of experiments. The student must have time to satisfy 
himself as to the degree of accuracy which his instruments permit, to 
analyze procedures for sources of error, to consider alternate methods, 
and on occasion to repeat an entire experiment Only thus can he come 
to a mature understanding of the sciences which are called "exact." 

A laboratory section consists of fourteen to twenty students working 
under the guidance of a tutor, with the help of more advanced students 
serving as assistants. Sections meet twice a week. A laboratory session may 
be used for exposition and discussion of theory, for experimentation, or 
for both, as the progress of the work requires. Occasionally a laboratory 
meeting is reserved for the discussion of a classic paper or other text 
directly related to the topic at hand; writings of Galen, Harvey, Lavoisier, 
Huygens, Newton, Fresnel, Darwin, Dobzhansky, Faraday, Maxwell, 
Thomson, Rutherford, and Bohr are among those regularly used in this 
way. In all the work of the laboratory, and in the laboratory manuals 
written at the college as texts, the purpose is to achieve an intimate 
mixture of critical discussion and empirical inquiry. 

ITS CONTENT 

The general topics of study have been chosen from elementary 
physical and biological science. In terms of traditional names for various 
branches of scientific endeavor, the work schedule may be outlined 
roughly as follows: 

I 
First Semester 

I 
Second Semester 

1st 

I 
Theory of measurement 

I 
Chemistry 

Year 

2nd 

I 
Biology 

Year 

3rd 

I 

Topics from mechanics, optics, magnetism 
Year and electricity 

4th 

I 
Atomic theory 

I 
Relativity theory 

I 
Projects Year 
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P:QYSICAL SCIENCE 

In the first semester, freshmen study the problem of measurement. 
The student learns the elementary processes of measuring length, area, 
volume, weight, density, musical pitch, pressure, temperature, and heat, 
and becomes aware of the theoretical assumptions underlying these meas
urements. He also considers the problems of summarizing the data of 
measurement and of determining its accuracy. 

In the second half of the freshman year the student confronts the 
phenomena and arguments (largely chemical) which lead to the develop
ment of an atomic theory of matter. The emphasis thus shifts from in
dividual measurements to the construction of a coherent physical theory 
which will embrace diverse phenomena. The exercises follow an order 
that is both historical and logical, beginning with the distinction between 
pure substance and mixture, element and compound, and continuing 
with the laws of weight-combining proportions, the gas laws, and Gay
Lussac's law of the volume-combining proportions of gases. The principle 
of Avogadro is then introduced as the key to the problem of determining 
a consistent set of atomic weights. Finally, the periodic chart of the 
elements is presented as the culmination of this process. Periodic reappear
ance of properties in the series of elements arranged according to in
creasing atomic weight suggests the presence of an underlying order 
and unity. 

The entire laboratory program has undergone reexamination and 
partial revision in the last two years. The junior and senior years of the 
laboratory are still in the process of revision. The senior program which 
will go into effect on the Annapolis campus in the academic year 1966-67 
is largely undetermined, but some indications of its general character can 
be given. 

In the third year the laboratory will deal with topics common to a 
number of the traditional divisions of physics such as mechanics, optics, 
magnetism, and electricity. Since the third year mathematics tutorial 
begins the calculus, the topics first confronted will include such ques
tions as the representation of forces by algebraic formulae and vector 
methods. The description of motion, acceleration, work, energy, and po
tential will have to be direct, qualitative, Galilean. As the tools of the 
calculus become more available, these ideas can be reformulated in more 
appropriate terms; at the same time the physical concepts serve to illus
trate the mathematical ideas. Later the concepts of mechanics can be 
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used to formulate notions of optics. The appropriateness of the alternative 
mechanical models of light-corpuscular and wave-will be considered. 
Electromagnetism will be developed beyond these other branches of 
"classical" physics to the general characterization of the electromagnetic 
field by Maxwell's equations. Optics will then be reexamined as a 
possible consequence of Maxwell's equations, and as a branch of electro
magnetism. 

In the senior year the investigation of atomic theory can be resumed 
from the point where the freshman year left it. Now the student has a 
theory of electricity in terms of which ionization can be discussed. 
Through a number of classical papers the development of the notion of 
atomic structure is pursued until it reaches Bohr's paradoxical resolution 
of the problem of the stability of the nuclear atom. This leaves atomic 
theory, optics, and Newtonian mechanics in an uncomfortable juxta
position. The student may now turn to Einstein's Special Theory of 
Relativity to see another set of difficulties in the grand structure of that 
traditional physics. At this time individual senior laboratory projects may 
begin. These would continue full-time after the work on relativity theory 
is finished and often, though not necessarily, would bear a close relation 
to the atomic theory. The projects may be either theoretical or experi
mental. They may be projects in biology, chemistry, or physics. 

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE 

The second year of the laboratory is devoted to biology. The exercises 
in biology are presented in three units. Unit One may be regarded 
primarily as an inquiry into the nature of the vertebrate organism. The 
student confronts such general problems as parts and whole, individual 
and class, form and function, homologous and analogous structures, the 
external and the internal environment. Specifically, he investigates the 
anatomy of the frog and the cat, with special emphasis on observation 
and the technique of dissection. Experiments are performed in connec
tion with anatomical studies where feasible. The student also reproduces 
the experiments described in Harvey's Disquisition on the Motion of the 
Heart and Blood in Animals. 

Unit Two deals with histology, embryology, and phylogeny. The stu
den~ fi~st becomes acquainted with the cell as a level of biological or
gamzat10n, and then seeks to interpret the organism in terms of the 
elemental and organismal theories. The exercises then combine em-
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bryology and invertebrate zoology; the student investigates the phe
nomena and weighs the inferences on which the theory of recapitulation 
is founded. Modern embryological concepts, such as the organizer theory 
and the perennial antithesis of preformation and epigenesis, are reviewed 
and evaluated. An exercise on classification, in which the concepts of 
Aristotle are applied to the phenomena, ends the unit. 

Unit Three is devoted to genetics; using the fruit fly the student con
ducts breeding experiments to demonstrate Mendel's principles of her
edity, modified Mendelian ratios, linkage and crossing over, and chromo
some-mapping. The related discussions begin with a careful reading of 
Mendel's experiments in plant hybridization, after which the develop
ment of the gene theory of heredity is investigated. These discussions cul
minate in a brief consideration of the Watson-Crick model of the struc
ture of hereditary material and its usefulness as a tool in the interpreta
tion of cellular activity and development. 

The Formal Lecture 
Most of the teaching at St. John's takes the form of a discussion: the 

dialectical methods of the seminar are carried over into the tutorials, 
although the tutorial work itself consists mainly of recitation of para
digms, translation and interpretation of texts, demonstration of theorems, 
and solution of problems. As much as possible, the actual instruction in 
all classes and laboratories is made dependent on the activity and initia
tive of the students. The tutor, except for occasional lecturing required 
in a given situation, functions as a guide, more intent to listen to the 
students and to work with them than, to impose upon them his own 
train of thought. 

On Friday nights, however, the pattern of instruction is a different 
one. The formal lecture is the occasion upon which the students are 
required to listen steadily and attentively. These lectures are given either 
by a member of the faculty or, more frequently, by a guest speaker; the 
latter is a scholar or a poet or a man of public affairs whose work, 
although not directly connected with the activities at St. John's, bears 
some relation to them. Sometimes concerts take the place of Friday-night 
lectures. These concerts are an integral part of the St. John's music 
program. 

The formal lecture may last an hour and a half. It is followed by an 
extensive discussion period that very often takes the form of a seminar. 
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Here the conte11t of the lecture is subjected to a prolonged and inten
sive scrutiny on the part of the students. The faculty has a share in the 
discussion. Thus, the formal lecture serves two purposes: it inculcates 
in the student the habit of listening and following the condensed ex
position of a subject he may not be familiar with, and it also provides 
him an opportunity, in the discussion period, to exercise his dialectical 
skills in a setting very different from that of the class room. It is here 
that he can himself test the degree of his understanding and the appli
cability of what he has learned. 

The lectures range through a large variety of subjects. Some of the 
lectures have iip.mediate repercussions in the seminars and tutorials. 
Others may have a lasting effect on the direction that a student's work 
takes within the frame of the program. The student is often confronted 
with opposing views on a given subject, since many lectures, of necessity, 
bear on the same theme. 



The Academic Order 

The Faculty 
Part of the intention of the elective system since the time of its 

introduction has been to encourage the combination of teaching and 
research in each member of a faculty. The principle is that the teaching 
mind must be a learning mind, and that good teaching therefore demands 
continued learning. This has come to mean in academic practice that 
the good teacher must be making original contributions to knowledge 
and that he must publish if he wishes to be promoted. 

The faculty at SL John's is again going back to first principles and 
making another application of them. Learning is a cooperative enter
prise, and it is best carried out when persons at different stages of com
prehension work together, The typical learning situation at St. John's 
involves a small group of learners. First in line come the author-teachers, 
the writers of the great books, who are talking in most cases at the high 
point of their ovm learning. Next comes the re2,ding and talking teacher, 
the tutor who is a member of the faculty: in his stage of learning he is 
somewhere between the author and the best student. There then follow 
the other students at distances proportional to their degree of understand
ing. The old-fashioned ranking of classes in the little red schoolhouse is 
the relevant image here. At the head of the class is the author-teacher, 
at the foot of the class the worst student in .relation to the subject matter. 
All the others are both teachers and pupils, each learning from those 
above and teaching those below. 

The aim in all the classes is to exploit the differences in knowledge, 
character, and skill as they are distributed among students and tutors. 
Since it is not the policy of the College to select only the best students 
for admission, but rather to aim at a certain distribution of ability, it 
counts heavily on the normal social process of mutual understanding to 
catch and amplify the teaching. The classes exemplify in their various 
styles all the types of collaborative study, allowing even the dull or slow 
student on occasion to hold the class to the main learning purpose. 

35 
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The kind of teaching and learning that goes on at St. John's pre
supposes, then, a faculty differing in many ways from the faculties of 
more conventional colleges. Each tutor normally has specialized com
petence in at least one field of knowledge. Beyond that he must be will
ing to acquire a certain expertness in other fields of knowledge and a 
certain competence in the liberal arts. This may mean that he has to :re
educate himself. He is expected to teach some classes in fields other than 
his field of competence. Ideally, the tutor will after some time have 
taught classes in every part of the program. He has the opportunity to 
do so by the very nature of the St. John's program. He attends classes in 
the same way as a student: his own learning goes along with his teaching; 
just as the students do, he progresses from year to year in the curriculum; 
and this continuous learning and teaching brings him, in ever increas
ing measure, into closer familiarity with the entire program. Thus a 
member of the St. John's faculty is never confined in his scholastic 
activities to a single division of the program. He is, and has to be, a 
teaching member of a seminar and of either two tutorials or one tutorial 
and a laboratory section. Each faculty member is constantly passing on 
the special skills that he possesses to his colleagues who might :require 
them in their respective classes. The collaborative effort at St. John's is 
especially evident in the cooperative teaching of the faculty. 

Since it is necessary, on the other hand, that members of the faculty 
probe more deeply into the foundations and wider contexts of the subject 
matters that are the teaching materials at St. John's, to avoid the malig
nant growth of staleness and the ever-present danger of succumbing to 
routine performance, a faculty study group with yearly rotating mem
bership has been set up by the College. Members of this study group are 
relieved to some extent of their ordinary teaching duties. They en
gage in a thorough study and exploration of a subject matter chosen 
by the faculty. Scholars from other institutions may join the group for 
a limited period of time. Although the subject matter under study may 
not be directly :related to the St. John's curriculum, the work of the 
study group opens new perspectives to the common teaching and learn
ing at St. John's. 

The following books have been translated for the first time into 
English by members of the faculty: 

Apollonius: Conics, Books I-HI 
Ptolemy: Mathematical Composition (Almagest) 
Galen: Introduction to Logic 
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Augustine: On Music 
Scotus Erigena: The Division of Nature 
Grosseteste: On Light 
Oresme: On the Breadths of Forms 
Copernicus: On the Revolution of the Spheres 
Kepler: Epitome of Copernican Astronomy, Books IV, V 
Pico: On the Dignity of Man 
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Alexander of Aphrodisias: Commentary on the 12th Book of Aristotle's Meta
physics 

Fran~ois Viete: Introduction to the Analytical Art 

The following books have been retranslated by members of the 
faculty: 

Plato: Meno 
Plotinus: Fifth Ennead 
Aristotle: Physics, Books I-IV 
Bonaventure: Reduction of Arts to Theology 
Cantor: Transfinite Numbers 
Einstein: Geometry and Experience 

The work of the study group, the translation of texts, and the con
stant reinterpretation of the book list which occurs as an immediate by
product of the discussions in seminars, tutorials, and the laboratory, 
represent research for the sake of teaching. Production for publication 
and learned societies is and should be a secondary :result of such research. 

It is perhaps necessary to state that SL John's is as much a school for 
teachers as it is for students. Some of the graduates of St. John's are now 
members of the faculty. This will be the case in the future also. It is, 
however, the general policy of the College to appoint its graduates to 
teaching positions only after they have gathered academic and other 
experience outside of St. John's. 

The Instruction Committee 
The program and the actual instruction are under the supervision 

of the Instruction Committee of the College, whose chairman is the Dean 
of the College. The eight members of the committee are the President, 
the Dean, and six tutors elected by the faculty for three-year terms on 
a rotating basis. 

Subordinate to the Instruction Committee of the College is the In
struction Committee of the faculty in Santa Fe. The latter has re
sponsibility for the inauguration and supervision of the program of in
struction in Santa Fe. It convenes annually with the Instruction Com
mittee of the College to coordinate the instruction on the two campuses. 
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The Library 
The great books chosen for study at St. John's are collected in the 

library in the best editions and translations that can be obtained. These 
books plus carefully selected modern texts for the laboratory are the core 
of the library, essential to the teaching of the program. A good general 
collection is a necessary supplement. A specialized, highly technical one 
would have little use. Reference books in mathematics, science, phil
osophy, religion, fine arts, music, poetry, literary criticism, history, and 
some recent novels and biographies, as well as periodicals and news
papers, are bought each year. A committee of the faculty assists the 
Librarian in selecting the books and periodicals to be purchased. The 
library in Annapolis maintains a collection of about 50,000 volumes, 
supplemented by microfilmed books and periodicals. In Santa Fe, a col
lection of over 12,000 volumes has been assembled. 

Schedule and Examinations 

Perhaps the most obvious distinctive mark of St. John's College is 
the fact that all the students of the same year are reading the same books 
at the same time with the same immediate preparation. This may be the 
week when all freshmen are learning the Greek alphabet; or it may be 

A SAMPLE CLASS SCHEDULE FOR ONE WEEK 

Hour Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. 

--

9 
Mathematics Mathematics Mathematics Mathematics 
Tutorial Tutorial Tutorial Tutorial 

------

10 
Music Music Music 
Tutorial* Tutorial* Tutorial* --

--

11 Language Language Language Language 
Tutorial Tutorial Tutorial Tutorial --

--
12 --

.~l-

Chorus 
to Laboratory (1 hour) 

Laboratory 
4 ----
8 
to Seminar Seminar Formal 

10 Lecture 

"'In the sophomore year only. 
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the weeks that they are meeting the highest type of Greek mathematics in 
the fifth book of Euclid's Elements; or it may be the time of the first 
assignment in Thucydides, when the seminar leaders are wondering if the 
students will see the implications of liberty in Pericles' funeral oration. 
These are the educational realities that a common schedule marks and 
emphasizes. 

Except for the preceptorials in the junior and senior years and cer
tain periods of laboratory work for which the upperclassmen may choose 
their own time, the schedule is the same for all students. Each morning 
for either three or four days of the week they spend one hour in. a lan
guage tutorial and one hour in a mathematics tutorial.* Twice a week 
they spend three hours in the laboratory. Two evenings from eight to 
ten they attend a seminar for organized discussion of the assigned read
ings. A formal lecture or concert is given once-or occasionally twice-a 
week. Nineteen to twenty-one hours per week are spent in regular classes. 

The year is divided into two semesters of sixteen weeks each, sep
arated by a week during which the seminars meet as , usual but the 
tutorials and laboratory sessions are suspended. Special events may be 
scheduled for this period, which is not considered a vacation but a · 
welcome change in the instructional routine. During this week students 
are required to remain in residence. 

ORAL EXAMINATIONS 

There are oral examinations at the end of each semester. These are 
conducted by seminar leaders with the help of other tutors. The students 
are questioned freely and informally on the texts they have read, on 
their critical or interpretative opinions, and encouraged to consider parts 
of their study in relation to each other and in relation to fresh problems 
that may not have been treated in their classes. Each student sits with 
the examiners for a half-hour. The first oral examinations for freshmen 
are given before the Christmas vacation. 

THE DON RAG 

A few days after the examination at the end of a semester the 
student meets all his tutors in the so-called "don rag." The don rag is 
a brief consultation between tutors and student for the purpose of 
diagnosis and prescription rather than for report of marks. It usually 

• Sophomores also spend three hours a week in music tutorial. 
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lasts fifteen minutes for each student, but may be extended well beyond 
that. In it the tutors report to one of the seminar leaders on the student's 
work during the semester; the student is invited to report on himself 
and to judge his own work; advice may be requested and given; diffi
culties may be aired; but grades are not reported, nor are they the 
center of interest. The first freshman don rags are held the week before 
the Christmas vacation rather than at the end of the first semester. 

ANNUAL ESSAYS 

At some time near the end of the second semester each student writes 
an annual essay on some theme suggested by the books. He must have 
the seminar leaders' approval of his choice and he has to stand an oral 
examination on the essay. 

PRELIMINARY ENABLING EXAMINATIONS 

At the end of the second year the sophomores take a set of com
prehensive examinations, the so-called preliminary enabling examina
tions, which determine whether and under what circumstances a student 
may continue as a candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Arts. They 
consist of a half-hour oral examination on the annual essay and three
hour written examinations in each of the following areas: language, 
mathematics, music, and the theoretical part of the laboratory work. The 
results of these examinations, together with the student's records, are 
surveyed by the Instruction Committee, which decides whether a student 
may be permitted to continue as a candidate for the degree of Bachelor 
of Arts. 

THE ENABLING ORAL EXAMINATION 

The enabling oral examination is given to the student in the fall 
before the fourth year begins. It is focused on a number of books cor

.. responding to about twelve seminar reading assignments and chosen by 
§the Instruction Committee each year. The passing of this examination 
t:onfirms a student's status as a candidate for the degree of Bachelor of 

rts. Its purpose is a final validation of permission to write a thesis. 

THE FINAL THESIS AND ORAL EXAMINATION 

During the first semester of the senior year the student makes his 
al choice of a thesis. As a candidate for the degree of Bachelor of 
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Arts he must present a dissertation on a thesis related to some aspect 
of the work done in seminar or laboratory. This is not a piece of 
specialized research, but a sustained performance in the liberal arts. 
The student submits his dissertation for the approval of the faculty, and 
must defend it satisfactorily in an hour-long public oral examination 
given toward the end of the second semester. Three weeks before the 
spring vacation are reserved for the writing of the thesis; during this 
period the student attends no classes. Under some circumstances the 
student may request more time to prepare and submit his thesis. 

THE READING KNOWLEDGE EXAMINATION 

Before being granted the degree each student must have passed an 
examination to show his reading knowledge of the French language. 

Academic Standing 
The system of instruction allows for a dose and varied acquaintance 

of tutors and students; therefore the student's academic standing is 
known in detail from day to day. This knowledge is pooled at the end 
of each semester on the occasion of the don rag, and the combined judg
ments of the tutors are based on more than recorded grades. 

A single grade does not necessarily indicate the degree of mastery 
of a given subject. The grades do represent periodic and comprehensive 
judgments of the student's work by members of the faculty who are in 
direct contact with it. Students are advised not to work for grades, but 
to try to develop their own understanding and to let grades take care 
of themselves. If, on the other hand, it becomes evident that a student is 
not progressing at all, or that the learning process has stopped and can
not be revived, the student is asked to leave. A decision of this kind 
is usually reached in common agreement with the student. 

Ideally there is no reason for dropping any normal student 
this course of study. It is varied and rich enough for great diversities 
of interest, performance, and achievement, and there is ample room 
within it for a wide range of ability and for individual choice and 
guidance. This fact permits and demands a longer period of adjustment 
z_nd tentative jt~dgment than in the regular elective system. It is assumed 
that each student has the required capacities until there is clear evidence 
to the contrary. All disciplinary action is governed by the assumption 
that bad habits can be changed. 
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Attendance on al~ regularly scheduled College exercises is required_ 
A record of absences is kept and posted. This record is taken into con
sideration whenever there is occasion to determine academic standing. 

The St. f ohn's Degree of Bachelor of Arts 

The St. John's degree of Bachelor of Arts signifies the successful 
complet10n of four years of studies as described in the preceding pages. 
The content of these four years of studies can be distributed among 
standard subjects. The following table is an attempt to approximate 
~he St. John's program in terms of a conventional curriculum, although 
~t is rather difficult to measure the work done throughout the four years 
m semester-hours. 

tatnguages (Greek, English, French) .............................. . 

~~!~~~;~r~ci~~~e . : : : . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Philosophy ......................................... : : : : : : : · · · · · 

Lf~~:::~•••••••••••••••••••••••••·•••••••·•·•••········ ····· ~iences (Physics, Astronomy, Chemis·t~y; Bio·l~gyJ: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
USlC ......................................................... . 

Total ............. . ............................ 

26.5 
10 
4.5 
2.5 

16.5 
1.5 
l 
2 

22 
37 

6 

129.5 

It ~hould be noted that instruction in written English is not confined 
to the item "English" listed above, but is carried on in the preparation 
of annual essays, of laboratory reports, and of regularly assigned exercises 
in the tutorials throughout the four years, 

The four years at St. John's do not purport to prepare a student 
for any particular future career. Nor do they prepare for any vocational 
school or any sp_ecial kind of graduate work. They do, however, give to 
a_ student plannmg to embark upon graduate work a background suffi
CJently broad to help him substantially in his specialized studies, what
ever they may be. 

. The question is sometimes asked whether the graduate and pro
fess10nal schools acknowledge the St. John's degree of Bachelor of Arts, 
m view of the highly unconventional program under which St. 
operates. It must be noted first of all that St. John's College is accredited 
by the Maryland State Department of Education and the Middle States 
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools. The experience that the 
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College has had with its graduates so far shows, moreover, that a St. 
John's graduate experiences no difficulties inherent in his degree if he 
chooses to continue his studies on the graduate level or in preparatfr:m 
for a profession. Of the 540 students who have graduated from St. John's 
since 1941, when the first class completed the New Program, 326, or 
603, entered graduate or professional schools. The following table shows 
the distribution of these 326 students to date, among the various fields 
of study: 

Architecture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Art . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 
Biology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Bio-Physics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 
Business Administration . . . . . . . . 7 
City Planning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 
Dentistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 
Drama and Playwriting. . . . . . . . . 8 
Economics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 
Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 
Engineering . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
Geology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
History . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
History of Art. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 
History of Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
In tern a tional Relations . . . . . . . . . . 3 
J oumalism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Languages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l8 
Law ........................... 52 

Library Science................. 9 
Literature and Writing. . . . . . . . . . 23 
Mathematics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 
Medicine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 
Meteorology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Music . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Nursing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 
Oceanography . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 
Philosophy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 
Physics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Political Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 
Psychology .... , . . ...... " . . . . 7 
Public Administration . . . l 
Social Anthropology . . 1 
Social Work . . 7 
Sociology . . . . . . . . . . l 
Theology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 

Total ........ 326 

In most cases, admission to graduate schools presents no difficulties 
for the St. John's graduate, especially if his academic record is a good one. 
Graduate schools tend increasingly to admit candidates on the basis of 
individual record and merit, and to ignore the bare minimum certifica
tion of the ordinary degree. They also tend to recognize more and more 
the necessity for a general education on the undergraduate level. They 
have begun to see the ravages that premature specialization leaves on the 
minds of scientists and engineers, doctors and lawyers. 

A St. John's graduate planning graduate work in the classics or in 
physics or biology usually needs additional courses before embarking 
upon advanced work. This generally means that in his first year of grad
uate study he has to work harder than students from other institutions 
who have undergone special training; after that, however, he advances 
at least as well as the and begins to reap the benefits of his broad 
intellectual experience at St. John's. In the case of chemistry and of 
engineering, advanced work presupposes the taking of additional courses 
on the undergraduate leveL 
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Finally, special advice must be given to students entering St. John's 
w_ho plan to study medicine. The medical schools maintain a policy of 
high selectivity and insist upon definite prerequisites. Most of them 
require of St. John's graduates only one to three additional under
graduate courses. In view of this, students who come to St. John's with 
the intention of going on into medicine are advised to make arrange
ments for fulfilling these requirements. They may take pre-medical 
courses at summer schools, or they may plan a year of work in the 
sciences prior to formal entrance into a medical school. That this can 
be accomplished successfully is shown by the comparatively large number 
of St. John's graduates who have studied or are studying medicine. It is 
not unimportant to mention that many medical schools themselves, like 
the larger technological institutes, expect their students to be able to 
build on a broad foundation of humane knowledge. 

~Whatever the attitude of the graduate schools, St. John's refuses to 
accept the imposition of heavy pre-professional, specialized requirements 
on its liberal curriculum. The College knows well enough that to educate 
a m~n requires less, and yet far more, than is required to satisfy the 
sh1ftmg standards of specialized skills. 

The St. John's Degree of Master of Arts 

St. John's College awards the degree of Master of Arts. The require
ments for this degree are determined by the general task the College has 
set for itself. They are directly related to the teaching of the liberal arts. 
They comprise (a) teaching experience at St. John's; (b) the submission 
of a thesis. 

Any one who has completed two years of teaching at St. John's Col
le.ge may petition_ the Instruction Committee of the College to present 
himself as a candidate for the St. John's degree of Master of Arts. 

If permission is granted, the candidate shall submit a thesis to the 
faculty and stand an oral examination on it. 

Before submitting his thesis, the candidate must have the thesis topic 
approved by the Instruction Committee. The topic must have some 
bearing on the understanding and practice of the liberal arts, 
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The St. John's List of Great Books 

This list is subject to constant revision. Books read only in part are 
indicated by an asterisk. 

Homer: 
Herodotus: 
Aeschylus: 
Sophocles: 
Euripides: 
Aristophanes: 
Plato: 

Thucydides: 
Aristotle: 

Euclid: 
Epictetus: 
Archimedes: 
Apollonius: 
Lucretius: 

Virgil: 
The Bible* 
Tacitus: 
Plutarch: 
Nicomachus: 
Ptolemy: 
Galen: 
Plotinus: 
Augustine: 
Anselm: 
Thomas Aquinas: 
Dante: 
Chaucer: 
Rabelais: 
Machiavelli: 
Calvin: 
Copernicus: 
Montaigne: 
Bacon: 
Gilbert: 
Kepler: 
Donne: 
Shakespeare: 

First Year 
Iliad, Odyssey 
History* 
Agamemnon, Choephoroe, Eumenides, Prometheus Bound 
Oedipus Rex, Oedipus at Colonus, Antigone 
Hippolytus, Medea 
Clouds, Birds 
Ion, Gorgias, Meno, Republic, Apology, Crito, Phaedo, Symposium, 
Parmenides, * Theaetetus, Sophist, Timaeus, Phaedrus 
History of the Peloponnesian War 
Generation of Animals,* On the Soul," Physics II, Ill, IV, VIII, 
Metaphysics I,* V,* VI, VII,* XII, Nicomachean Ethics,* Politics,* 
Organon* 
Elements 
Discourses,* Manual 
Selected Works* 
Conics I-III 
On the Nature of Things 

Second Year 
Aeneid 

Annals* 
Lives* 
Arithmetic* 
Almagest* 
On the Natural Faculties 
Fifth Ennead 
Confessions 
Proslogium 
Summa Theologica* 
The Divine Comedy 
The Canterbury Tales* 
Gargantua and Pantagruel* 
The Prince, Discourses* 
Institutes* 
On the Revolution of the Spheres* 
Essays* 
Novum Organum 
On the Magnet* 
Epitome of Copernican Astronomy IV, V 
Poems* 
Richard II, Henry IV, Parts 1 and 2, As You Like It, Twelfth Night, 
Othello, Hamlet, Macbeth, King Lear, Tempest 

47 
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Cervantes: 
Harvey: 
Galileo: 
Descartes: 

Hobbes: 
Spinoza: 
Milton: 
Pascal: 
Racine: 
La Fontaine: 
Newton: 
Huygens: 
Locke: 

Berkeley: 
Leibniz: 
Swift: 
Fielding: 
Hume: 
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Third Year 

Don Quixote 
On The Motion of the Heart and Blood 
Two New Sciences'' 
Rules for the Direction of the Mind,* Discourse on Method, 
Geometry,* Meditations 
Leviathan* 
Theological-Political Treatise 
Paradise Lost* 
Pensees* 
Phedre 
Fables* 
Principia,'' Optics* 
Treatise on Light'' 
Essay Concerning Human Understanding,* Second Essay on Civil 
Government 
Principles of Human Knowledge 
Discourse on Metaphysics, Monadology 
Gulliver's Travels 
Tom Jones 
Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding, Dialogues Concerning 
Natural Religion 

Gibbon: The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire* 
Rousseau: The Social Contract 
Adam Smith: The Wealth of Nations* 
Kant: Critique of Pure Reason,* Critique of Practical Reason* 
Lavoisier: Treatise on Chemistry* 
United States Constitution 
Federalist Papers'' 
De Tocqueville: 

Goethe: 
Hegel: 

KierkegaaTd: 
Lobachevski: 
Stendhal: 
·Flaubert: 
Darwin: 
Marx: 

Democracy in America 

Fourth Year 

Faust* 
Philosophy of History, Lordship and Bondage, Preface to the 
Phenomenology 
Fear and Trembling 
Theory of Parallels 
The Red and the Black 
lVIadame Bovary 
Origin of Species* 
Capital,* Communist Manifesto, Preface to Critique of Political 

Economy* 
Mendel: Experiments in Plant Hybridization'' 
Tolstoi: War and Peace 
Nietzsche: Birth of Tragedy, Beyond Good and Evil 
Austen: Emma 
Dostoevski: The Possessed 
Baudelaire: Poems* 
vVilliam James: Psychology-Briefer Course'' 
Freud: A General Introduction to Psychoanalysis 
'\Vhitehead: Modes of Thought 
Peirce Philosophical Pape;rs~ 
Valery: Poems* 
Einstein: Relativity: the Special and General Theory 
Documents from American History 
Charter of the United Nations 
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Preceptorials-1964-65 

L A Sequence of Americans: readings from Emerson, Thoreau. Hawthorne, Melville, 
Whitman, Twain. (Sequence here implies themes to be followed.) 

2. Aristotle's Politics: close reading of the text, with an attempt to assess the value 
of the book for understanding contemporary political life. 

3. Bach's St. Matthew Passion. 
4. Kant, Critique of Pure Reason. 
5. Kant, Critique of Judgment. (Will focus on relationship of this to the other two 

critiques.) Note: The two Kant preceptorials require previous extensive readmg 
in Kant. 

6. Sophocles, as artist and tragedian. 
7. Analytic Philosophy: Ethics. 
8. Dostoevski, The Possessed. 
9. Two accounts of the Beginning: Genesis and Hesiod. 

10. Aristotle's Metaphysics. 
11. Theology in the Twentieth Century. 
12. Foundations of Mathematics: "Formalism" and "Formal Systems" as an answer to 

the crises in the foundations of mathematics at the turn of the century. 
13. Shakespeare's Hamlet. 
14. Plato's Theaetetus. 
15. Shakespeare, 3 plays. . . . 
16. The Watson-Crick Model of DNA Structure. (Evidence for this model will be re

viewed in reference to three points: transmission, mutation, control.) 
17. Homer. 

Language Tutorials-Classroom Hours 

Assigned 
Exercises 

Memorizing 
paradigms, 
selections 

Translation 
and analysis 
of texts 

Practice in 
analytical 
commentary 

Logic 

First Year 
(Greek, 
English) 

64 hours 
Grammar 

52 hours 
Plato's 
Meno 

12 hours 
Aristotle's 
Physics 

To ta ls 128 hours 

Second Year 
(Greek, 
English) 

30 hours 
Comparative 
Grammar 

20 hours 
New 

Testament 
Greek Poetry 

18 hours 
Donne 
Shakespeare 

28 hours 
Formal Logic 

96 hours 

Third Year 
(French) 

32 hours 
Grammar 

12 hours 
Voltaire 

24 hours 
Pascal 
La Roche-

foucauld 

60 hours 
Descartes 
Corneille 

128 hours 

Fourth Year 
(French) 

14 hours 
Grammar 
Review 

20 hours 
Translation 

(English 
into French) 

22 hours 
Analysis of 
Selected 
Poems 

11 hours 
Baudelaire 

20 hours 
Racine 

87 hours 
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Mathematics Tutorial-Classroom Hours 

Plane geometry .............................. . 
Solid geometry ............................... . 
General theory of ratio and proportion ......... . 
Introduction to number theory ................. . 
Conic sections ................................ . 
Trigonometry ......................... . 
Astronomy and celestial mechanics ............... . 
Analytic geometry ......................... . 
Dynamics .................................... . 
Calculus with introduction to differential equations 
Non-Euclidean geometry ...................... . 
Foundations of mathematics .. 

Mathematics of relativity .... : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 

Totals ........... 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ' •••• 0 ••• 

Laboratory-Classroom Hours 

BIOLOGY 

Anatomy and physiology (vertebrate) ......... . 
Classification ........................... . 
Invertebrate zoology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
Histology . . ................................ . 
Embryology ............................... . 
Genetics 

CHEMISTRY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' 

PHYSICS 

Measurement ................ . 
Heat 

•••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••• " •••••••••••• 

Sound ...................................... . 
Mechanics ................ . 
Electricity and magnetism .................. . 
Introduction to atomic physics ............... . 

Totals . . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

First 
Year 

44 
24 
16 
3 

40 

128 

First 
Year 

92 

28 
8 
8 

20 

156 

Second 
Year 

44 
4 

40 
40 

128 

Second 
Year 

50 
8 

20 
8 

40 
60 

186 

Third Fourth 
Year Year 

44 

42 
42 

29 
38 
20 

128 87 

Third 
Year 

21 
9 

42 
60 

57 

192 

Fourth 
Year 

120 
54 

174 

NOTES: About one-fourth of the laboratory time is spent in lectures and discussions 
of assigned readmg. 
Tlus schedule represents the transitional period 1963-66. 
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Laboratory Exercises 1964-65 
FIRST YEAR 

Theory of Measurement 
Measurement of length: construction of 

plane, straight-edge, right angle, and 
scale of length 

Area and volume; precision and accuracy; 
indirect methods of measurement 

·weight: extensive and inte?sive magni
tudes; ratio scales and ordmal scales 

Significant figures and estimates of prob
able error 

Density: derivative m:asurement. of an 
intensive charactenst1c on a rat10 scale 

Spirals and calculating machines: the 
logarithmic spiral . . 

Spirals and calculatmg machmes: con
struction and use of the slide rule 

Musical intervals and logarithmic scales 
of measurement 

The chromatic and diatonic scales 
The law of moments: derivative measure

ment of an extensive magnitude (Ar
chimedes) 

Hydrostatics: the crown problem (An:h-
imedes) 

!VIeasurement of pressure: the barometer 
(Archimedes) . 

Measurement of temperature on an in
terval scale: the mercury thermometer 
(Fahrenheit) 

Measurement of heat: the calorimeter 
(Joseph Black) 

The laws of Boyle and Charles; measure
ment of temperature on an absolute 
scale: the gas thermometer 

Foundation> of the 
Classical Atomic Theory 

Study of homoeomeric stuffs 
Changes of state and the nature of heat 
A classification of compounds . . 
The three laws of chemical combmat1on 

and the atomic hypothesis 
The kinetic-molecular theory and molec

ular structure 
Volume-combining ratios of gases 
Molecular weight by vapor density . 

Molecular properties of solutions: osmosis 
and Raoult's law 
Molecular weight of a solute by freez

ing-point 
Valence: ionization and molecular struc-

ture 
Valence 
Ionization and ionic valence 
Covalence and molecular structure 

The periodic table of the elements 

SECOND YEAR 

Anatomy and Physiology 

Chemistry of protoplasm 
Physical nature of protoplasm . 
Dissection of leopard frog (the orgamsm 

as a whole) 
Morphology of the digestive organs of the 

cat 
Physiology of digestion 
Lungs and air passages of the cat 

Analysis of inspired a~r 
Analysis of expired air 

Dissection of the heart and lungs of the 
iliffp . . 

Dissection of the artenes and vems of the 
cat 

I\'Iotion of the heart and blood 
Anatomy of the skeleton and muscles 

(locomotion) 

Nature of muscular activity . . 
Dissection of the sheep eye; invest1gat10n 

of the sense of touch (sensation) 
Dissection of the nervous system of the 

frog 
Physiology of the nervous system of the 

frog 
Muscle-nerve physiology 
Reflex behavior 
Localization of function in frog's brain 

Histology 
The microscope and its use 
The cell: representative plant and animal 

cells 
Cell division: mitosis in the whitefish 

blastula and m the onion root tip 
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Embryology 
Germ cells 
Early development of the starfish 
Development of the frog 
Development of the chick 

Invertebrate Zoology 

Phylum Protozoa: amoeba and euglena 
Phylum Protozoa: paramoecium 
Phylum Protozoa: volox series 
Phylum Coelenterata: hydra and obelia 
Phylum Platyhelminthes: planaria and 

phenomenon of regeneration 
Phylum Annelida: earthworm and clam

worm 
Classification 
Ontology and phylogeny 

Genetics 
Breeding experiments with the fruit fly: 

Dihybrid cross 
Linkage cross 

Chromosome mapping 
Problem crosses 

Chromosome (gene) theory of inheritance: 
Mendelian heredity 
Meiosis and fertilization 
Mendelian ratios and modern genetical 

theory 
Modification of Mendelian ratios 
Probability 
Sex-related inheritance 
Linkage and crossing over 
Chromosome mapping 
Multiple alleles 
Multiple factors 
Chromosome aberrations 
Mutations 
Structure of the hereditary material; 

Watson-Crick model 
Biochemical genetics and the genetic 

code 
Genes and embryonic development 
Population genetics: the Hardy-Wein

berg rule 

PHYSICS EXPERIMENTS, THIRD* AND FOURTH YEAR 

Mechanics 
Falling bodies and uniformly accelerated 

111otion 
Newton's second law of motion 
Rigid body equilibrium for co-planar 

forces 
The conservation of momentum and 

energy 
Hooke's law 
Centripetal force 
Rotation: the circular motion analogy 
The simple pendulum 
Simple harmonic motion and the spring 

pendulum 
The compound pendulum 
The mechanical equivalent of heat 
The motion of a rolling body 

Electromagnetism 

Magnetostatics: the magnetic field, Cou
lomb's law, the in tensity of the earth's 
field 

Electrostatics: the notion of charge, Cou
lomb's law, electrical potential 

Electric current: the absolute calibration 
of the ammeter and voltmeter 

Ohm's and Kirchhoff's laws 

Capacitance and the ratio of the esu to 
emu of charge 

Electromagnetic induction: Faraday's law 
of induclion; the generation of alternat
ing current 

fl.Iternating currents: circuits with re
sistance, capacitance, and inductance 

Electromagnetic waves 

Laboratory Projects 

Verification of Einstein's photoelectric 
equation 

Determination of the charge and mass of 
the electron 

Investigation of the spectrum of hydrogen 
in relation to the Bohr model of the 
atom 

Alpha-particle scattering and the nuclear 
atom 

The statistics of radioactive decay 
Fourier analysis of periodic phenomena 
Isomerism of organic compounds 
Chromatographic studies of amino-acid 

metabolism 
Electromechanical analogies 
Interference of radio and light·Na"les 

*In 1964-65, juniors, who worked under the previous program, performed the ex
periments which, beginning in that year, were transferred to second-year laboratory. 
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Music Pro gram 
Tutorials 

Gregorian Chants 
Old hymn tunes 
Bach, Preludes and Fugues from The 

Well-Tempered Clavichord; two and 
three part Inventions; B Minor Mass; 
St. Matthew Passion 

Chopin, Mazurkas and Polonaises 
Beethoven, Piano Sonatas; Bagatelles; 7th 

Symphony 
Schubert, Piano Compositions; Songs 
Haydn, String Quartets 
Schuetz, St. Matthew Passion 
Palestrina, Missa Papae Marcelli 
Gluck, Orpheus 

Formal Lectures 1962-63 

Stravinsky, Symphonie des Psaumes 
Mozart, The Magic Flute 

Chorus 
Bach, Chorales; Canons from the 16th and 

17th centuries; Byrd, Mass for Three 
Voices 

"Seminars 
Sophomores: 

Bach, St. Matthew Passion; Verdi, Otello 

juniors: 
Mozart, Don Giovanni 

Seniors: 
Wagner, Tristan und Isolde 

Captive Greece ...................................... John S. Kieffer 
Virgil .......................................... George Duckworth 
Progress and Chance in Greek Art .......... Peter von Blanckenhagen 
The Alienation of Modern Man .................... Fritz Pappenheim 
The Art of Governing .......................... William H. Brubeck 
On the Nature of the Relationship between Human Beings 

John W.R. Thompson 
Concert ......................................... Ralph Kirkpatrick 
Old Testament Prophecy .......................... James Muilenburg 
.John Locke: America's Philosopher .................. Robert Gold win 
Julius Caesar . ................................ King William Players 
The Universal Tongue ...................... Beate Ruhm von Oppen 
The Reality of Elementary Particles .......... Rev. W. A. Wallace, 0.P. 
Gulliver's Travels .................................... Allan Bloom 
Time of Your Life . ......................... Modern Theater Group 
Concert ...................................... Cuenod and Conrad 
City of God ......................................... John O'Meara 
Tragic and Comic Images of the Individual in the Late 

Fifth Century .................................. Cedric Whitman 
The War of Utterance and Form ........................ Charles Bell 
Mathematics and Reality ............................... Nathan Fine 
The Circle of the Moon: a thermodynamic view of the 

physics of Aristotle .............................. Richard T. Cox 
Cezanne, an artist and his period ...................... James Gilbert 
The Tragic Choice ..................................... Robert Bart 
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Thucydides ....................... .' .................... Leo Strauss 
Leibniz ............................................... Jacob Klein 
Thought Control and Platonic Philosophy ............ Paul Kecskemeti 
Concert .................................... J uilliard String Quartet 
Melody and the Myth of Creation .................. Victor Zuckerkandl 
Tiger at the Gates . .......................... Modern Theater Group 

Formal Lectures 1963-64 
The Liberal Arts .................................... John S. Kieffer 
Symbol, Myth and Metaphor ............................ Charles Bell 
Prudence and Passion ........................... Douglas Allan brook 
Homer ........................................... Cedric Whitman 
Karl Marx ........................................... Otto Nathan 
Against Pornography .............................. George P. Elliott 
Justice in Hesiod ................................. Marc R. Gutwirth 
Concert .............................. New York Woodwind Quintet 
An Apology for Wonder .................................. Sam Keen 
The Merchant of Venice ...................... . King William Players 
Goya, An Artist and His Techniques .................... James Gilbert 
Rights, Law and The Right ......................... Edward Sparrow 
Concert ............................................. Bruno Eisner 
The Influence of Socrates on Philosophy ............. Richard McKeon 
Rhinoceros . ................................ Modern Theater Group 
Is God a Mathematician? ............................... Hans Jonas 
Justification and Grace, Paul and Augustine ............ Thomas Slakey 
Concert .................................... Lee-Makanowitzky Duo 
On the Nature of Nature .............................. Jacob Klein 
Symmetry in Nature and Science ........................ M. A. Melvin 
Thucydides ........................................ Adam M. Parry 
Nietzsche ...................................... Werner Dannhauser 
Concert ........................................ Cuenod and Fuller 
Julius Caesar ........................................ Allan Bloom 
The Philosophical Impact of Contemporary Physics ........ Milic Capek 
Nuclear Fusion as a Source of Energy for the Future-

the Motivations, the Problems, and the Outlook .... .James L. Tuck 
Oedipus at Colon us .................................. Bernard Knox 
Ideal Elements in Mathematics .......................... Nathan Fine 
Caligula . .................................. Modern Theatre Group 



I 

Extracurricular Activities 

It is the policy of the College to encourage any spontaneous group 
activity that shows promise of a contribution to the life of. the com
munity. Generally, such activities are under the sponsorship of the 
Student Polity in Annapolis. In Santa Fe, for the most part'. ~hey ~re 
sponsored informally by the students themselves. Th? admm1strat10n 
cooperates in the financing of those activities that reqmre expenditures, 
and gives advice when it can be helpfuL 

It is no paradox, in view of the above, to say that .the main purpose 
of extracurricular activities is relaxation and recreat10n. Students can 
work in order to play, or they can regard play as a natural compo~ent 
of a graceful, reasonable, and well-rounded human life. Since the thmg~ 
a person enjoys are accurately correlated w~t~ ~hat person's charac~er an 
stage of development, the recreational activities that students ~nJOY are 
the spontaneous fruit of their increasing knowledge and matunty. Work 
and play are not set over against each other so that ~h: :work ?f the 
curriculum is looked upon as drudgery to be endured unt1l 1t is possible to 
get away to the movies. If this should be the case, life v:ould indeed. be
come meaningless and dull, and the hard work of .the ct:r~1~ulum w~uld be 
wasted. Rather, the discovery and choice of certam activ1t1es as en1oyable, 
and the rejection of other forms of recreation as silly ~r dull'. ~ollow as 
free and natural consequences of the student's expandmg ab1lit1es, and 
must be proportionate to them. Recreational activit~es have to ~enve 
their vitality from these newly developed powers vvh1ch support them, 
or else they cease to be enjoyable. Thus recreation and ~l~y become an 
integral part of the student's life in the college commumt1es. 

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 

Annapolis 

Some student activities are really an extension of the curriculum; for 
example, the Bible classes, the . . Club, and the Play-R~adrng 
Group. Others are carried on by orgamzat10ns chartered by the Srndent 
Polity. Among these are the following: 

The St. John's Collegian is a periodical that publishes o~iginal con
tributions from the community relevant to its academic lne. 

The King vVilliam Players serve. as a center for a variety of dran~tic 
activities such as play readmgs, classical drama, and ongmal works. - he 
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Modern Theatre Group concentrates on full-length plays of the twentieth 
century. 

The Film Club presents a series of foreign and domestic films
the "classics" of cinematic art. 

The Cotillion Board arranges College dances, 

The Artist-in-Residence conducts classes in the art studio for students 
interested in drawing, painting and modeling. The Graphic Arts Com
mittee arranges art exhibits. 

The Rifle Club and the Photography Club have been chartered 
when interest has warranted. 

The Boat Club engages principally in Tempest class sailing. In addi
tion to operating and maintaining its facilities, the Boat Club provides 
for regular periods of instruction in sailing. 

Santa Fe 

In the brief time since the opening of St. John's College in Santa Fe, 
a number of extracurricular groups have been formed. 

Language classes in Russian, conversational French, and Hebrew 
meet each week. 

The Film Society presents a series of films, both foreign and domestic, 
for the students and townspeople, The film showing is often followed 
by an informal discussion. 

A Fine Arts Group meets regularly in the art studio under the direc
tion of a local artist. At present restricted to drawings and painting, 
when facilities permit the art program will be expanded to include work 
with other media. 

A Student Publications Committee has been organized to coordinate 
the occasional publication of original contributions from students and 
faculty. 

The Small Chorus, made up of students and faculty, meets twice 
each week. 

The Photography Club, for students interested in developing their 
skill in the photographic arts, is equipping the new dark room for the 
use of the college community. 

A Riding Club enables students to take advantage of the facilities 
offered by a number of local riding stables. 
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. . h first year other activities will 
The College anticipates that w1thm t e d. dern and 

. . d ama and poetry rea mg, mo 
be orgamzed m such areas as r. k . th some of the social, re-
folk dancing, and voluntary ser:1ce ':or hw1 . ·n1.ty The College fre-

1 . . t t S in t e VlCl . 
ligious and edu.cationa instl u ionl h logical sites Indian pueblos, 

field trips to loca arc eo , 
quently arranges d other places of interest. 

S Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, an museum, 

FACILITIES FOR STUDENTS 

books and all texts the stu-
The College Bookstore stocks the g~eat. l t k of books 

. l I l o ma1ntams a genera s oc 
dent requires for his c asses. t as . · philosophy, 

h f h ogram fict10n poetry, snence, 
related to all P ases o t e pr , ~on- rofit business to provide 

1 .. n It is operated by the College as a p 
re ig10 · "bl t 
for the student's needs at the lowest poss1 e cos . . 

active social life, the College provides a coffee 
As supp~rt~ for an m for the use of the whole College. In 

shop and a ]Umor common ro~ i' ms in most dormitories, equipped 
addition, there are smaller sooa roo 
with comfortable furniture. k 

in Anna olis every student wishing to wor 
In the woodwor~ shop ~ fi d all necessary equipment. 

on some project of his own, small or arge, n s 

RELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES 

1784 established St. John's College as a non-
The Charter of me . . . . 1 ears however, there were so 

denominational mstitution. In its ear y y h E, t for the annual bac-
. h p t t Episcopal Churc . xcep . 

ties with t e rotes an . . . formal religious services. 
. the College partinpates in no . 

calaureate service, d th churches of their choice 
d uraged to atten e Instead, stu ents are enco . 1 r Bible classes to be 
. h er for extracurncu a in town. It is customary, owev ' 

conducted by tutors of the College. 

ATHLETICS 

Annapolis organized on an intra-
Since 1939 athletics at St. Joh~'s have been h two-thirds of the 

. t. cipat1on by more t an 
mural basis, with active par i , ' ' •. - - --1· -·~n"~ th" Director 

. . d of student atfi!eLlC d~O 0ca. '""' -

student b.ody. With the a1 f individual and team sports through-
of Athletics conducts a progra~ o T . which are open equally to men 
out the entire yeaL The athletic f.ao i~1es, . m large playing fields, 
and women, include a well-eqmppe gymnasrn ' 
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tennis courts, and a boathouse with a number of sailboats. Excellence 
of performance in a wide variety of sports, including sailing, tennis, 
handball, squash, badminton, touch football, soccer, volleyball, softball, 
basketball, fencing, archery, field hockey, and track, is the instructional 
ideal and is recognized through a number of individual and team awards. 

The College recognizes that there may be certain values to be gained 
from intercollegiate contact, whether on the athletic field or in other 
activities. No participation in major sports is envisioned. Future inter
collegiate activity in such fields as tennis, soccer, and lacrosse will 
depend upon the interest of the student body and the decision of the 
faculty as to the compatibility of the proposed activity with the scholastic 
requirements of the College's program. 

Santa Fe 

Until the College Gymnasium is built, the athletic program at St. 
John's College in Santa Fe will be confined largely to outdoor activities, 
although an exercise room has been reserved for a Fencing Class, and has 
been equipped with wrestling mats ancl barbelk By the fall of 1965, 
tennis courts and playing fields will have been constructed, and an intra
mural program of touch football, soccer, field hockey, and softball will be 
organized. Currently, a small outdoor basketball court and a regulation
size outdoor volleyball court are being prepared. An archery range is 
scheduled for installation in the near future. 

The recreational facilities provided 
Fe are available to students and form an 
athletic program. 

the city and county of Santa 
integral part of the College's 

Students have ample opportunity for hiking and camping. The 
municipal indoor swimming pool is open for student use during ,,veekclay 
evenings and weekends throughout the college year. Students will have 
playing privileges at the municipal golf course. The Santa Fe Ski Basin, 
located just north of the campus in the Sangre de Cristo Mountains, is 
in operation from November to May. Special rates are in effect for 
students each Thursday afternoon during the skiing season. 

COMMUNITY GOVERNMENT 

Annapolis-The Student Polity 

The Student Polity, originally formed in 1945, is the organ of stu
dent govtrnment. Its purposes are as follows: 
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. . h t dent body of political and (1) to promote a consoousness m t e s u . . . . 
l ·b·1·t· to both the College and the ov1c communities, communa respons1 I i ies 

(2) to discover and submit to the administration of the Collehge 
t both the students and t e student opinion on all problems common o 

administration, 
(3) to review annually the activities of all student. or~anizations and 

to grant charters and allocate funds to those orgamzatwns whose ac
tivities are judged to be consistent with the aims of the College com-

munity, 
(4) to determine further, jointly with the administration, the proper 

delimitation of jurisdiction in the community. 

Santa Fe d. d 
Problems of general concern to the college community are ~scusse 

and resolved in a variety of ways. Delegates have .b~en electedN1n ealclh 
· · · h th Admm1strat1on. orma Y donnitory unit to serve as liaison wit e . . .. 

h h k ·th the adm1mstrat1ve 
this group of students meets for lune eac_ wee . wi 
officers of the College. Additional meetmgs w~th the delegate grou:, 
students resident in the dormitories, or other interest groups, may e 

scheduled when it is useful. 

Residence 

ANNAPOLIS 

Since its founding as King William's School in 1696, St. John's Col
lege has been situated in the colonial seaport town of Annapolis, capital 
of the State of Maryland. Its population of 25,000 people are occupied 
principally with the training of midshipmen at the United States Naval 
Academy, with the government of the State and of Anne Arundel County, 
with the fishing industry and recreational activities of Chesapeake Bay, 
and with the liberal education of young men and women at St. John's 
College. 

The campus of thirty-six acres lies one block from the State House 
and across the street from the Naval Academy yard. Seventeen build
ings provide the physical plant of the College, including four historic 
eighteenth-century structures and four completely modern buildings 
erected within the last decade. There are seven student dormitories, :five 
for men and two for women. 

SANTA FE 

Since the fall of 1964, St. John's College has had a second campus 
in the seventeenth-century Spanish colonial city of Santa Fe, capital of 
the State of New Mexico. Its population of 35,000 people are occupied 
principally with the government of the State and of Santa Fe County, 
with cultural pursuits in museums, the fine arts, and the opera, with cater
ing to tourists, and with education of Indians and other young people. 

The campus of 260 acres lies in the southeast corner of the city, two 
miles from the historic Plaza and Governor's Palace. At an elevation of 
7,300 feet it commands views of three mountain ranges. Twelve initial 
buildings have been constructed: a classroom building, a laboratory, the 
student center and dining hall, and men's and women's dormitories. 
Subsequent construction will include an administration building, an 
auditorium, a library, an infinnary, a gymnasium and swimming pool, 
and additional dormitories. 

DORMITORIES 

The dormitories form small communities within the larger college 
communities, helping the incoming student to accept and enforce re· 
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straints upon himself and also to make proper use of the help and 
support that other students can give him in his college life. All unmarried 
students not living at home are required to live in the College dormitories 
and to take their meals in the College Dining Hall. 

Room assignment is the responsibility of the Assistant Deans. New 
students are informed of their room assignments upon arrival on the 
campus. Returning students have the privilege of drawing for rooms 
before they leave for the summer vacation. 

Students are not permitted to remain in residence during Christmas 
vacation on either campus. In Annapolis, students may be granted per
mission to reside on campus for academic or financial reasons during 
spring vacation. 

RULES OF RESIDENCE 

Social order and the well-being of each student make necessary cer
tain rules of residence governing the use of dormitories. These rules have 
been decided upon by the Faculty and approved by the Board of Visitors 
and Governors. Every entering student is informed of them the summer 
before he enters, and returning upperclassmen are reminded of them each 
fall. In general they forbid members of the opposite sex from visiting in 
each others' room, while providing common rooms in which, during 
specified hours, students of both sexes may gather. Furthermore, a cur
few is in effect in the women's dormitories. The rules differ in certain 
details on the two campuses, though in general following the same 
pattern. 

At the basis of the college community is the recognition that the 
academic and intellectual life of the community is inseparable from the 
communal life. The building of a good community requires the faculty 
and college officers to show respect for the individuality of each student. 
There is a limit, however, to toleration. The education of students stands 
to benefit from the proper blending of tolerance for youthful experiment, 
with a dear announcement and enforcement of rules that articulate 
social standards. St. John's College assumes that the student will respect 
not only the enacted rules but the commuity-accepted canons of decent 
behavior. In extreme cases, where these canons are fl.outed, the College 
may require the withdrawal of the offending student. 

PROPERTY DAMAGE 

The College provides a housekeeping staff to care for the dorm
itories. The College reserves the right to inspect the rooms periodically, 
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and to repair, at the expense of the occupant or occupants, any dormitory 
room and furniture which have been damaged beyond normal wear and 
tear. Any damage to college property is charged to the caution fee of the 
stucle~t or students responsible for the damage. The College is not re
sponsible for the loss or damage to any student property resulting from 
fire, theft, or any other cause. 

DINING HALL 

. . The dining hall on ea_ch campus is operated by a catering service. 
Res1clent_ students are reqmrecl to eat in the dining hall unless excused 
by one of the Assistant Deans. Exemptions for medical reasons are granted 
only upon exammat10n and recommendation by the College Physician. 

INFIRMARY SERVICE 

A well-equip~e_d infirmary is maintained at the College in Annapolis, 
under the superv1S1on of the College Physician and the College NT 
Th · fi urse. 

e m rmary makes a daily report to the Dean. 

In San_ta F.e there is a College Physician and a nurse available. The 
College mamtams a di_spensary, but as yet has no infirmary. It has an ar
rang~ment with St. Vmcent Hospital in Santa Fe for students needing 
hospital care. 



Admissions 
The College admits one entering class each year, in the fall. It accepts 

new students only as freshmen, and every freshman class includes a large 
number of persons who have had one or more years o.f st_ud_Y at another 
college. The College is co-educational. It does not d1scnmmate on the 

basis of race, religion, or color. 

The purpose of the admissions procedure is to determin~ whet~er 
an applicant has the necessary preparation and abilit_Y to d~ sat1sfactonly 
the work of the entire College program. Academic achievement and 
promise are of first importance, but the Admissions C~1:11mittee a_Is~ t~kes 
into account all available evidence of maturity, stability, self-d1soplme, 

and desire to do intellectual work 

Every applicant will be interviewed, if possible, by the ~irector 
of Admissions, or by another member of the Admissions Committee, or 
by an alumni representative (see inside back cover). Office hours o~ the 
Director of Admissions are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Fnday. 

Interviews are by appointment. 

REQUIREMENTS 

With the exception mentioned in the next paragraph: an ~~plicant 
must be a graduate of an accredited secondary school to be ehg1ble for 
admission. Ordinarily it is expected that he will have followed a college 
preparatory course and will have taken two years of al~~bra, one ye~r 
of geometry, and two years of a foreign language; additwnal work m 
mathematics and language study is advised, as well as two or three yea:s 
of natural sciences. In addition, every applicant must take the Scholastic 
Aptitude Test of the College Entrance Examination Board; :nust present 
letters of reference, including one from an ·officer or teacher m the school 
last attended· and must be recommended by his school for study at St. 
John's. In ex~eptional cases certain of these requirements may be waived, 

Occasionally SL John's accepts an who is not a secondary 
school graduate, He must be eminently well qualified to profit ~rom the 
College program, and, in addition to meeting the ab~ve. reqm~eme1::s, 
must be specifically recommended for early entrance. The mterv1ew >A!llh 
a membe; of the Admissions Committee is especially important for such 

an applicant. 
PROCEDURE 

L The applicant fills out and sends to the Director of Admissions 
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the preliminary application form on the last page of this catalogue. A 
non-refundable fee of $10 must accompany this application. 

2. The Director of Admissions sends the applicant a formal and 
detailed application form, which the applicant fills out and returns. 

3. The Director of Admissions sends the applicant forms to be used 
by his references and a transcript form to be used by his school. As soon 
as these documents and the Scholastic Aptitude Test scores are assembled, 
the application is reviewed by the Admissions Committee, and the ap
plicant is notified at once of his acceptance or rejection. The process 
normally takes three to five weeks after the formal application is received. 

4. An accepted applicant is required to submit a non-refundable 
deposit of $100, which is credited to his first year's fees. St. John's observes 
the College Board Candidate's Reply Date and thus does not require 
submission of the deposit before that date. (Recipients of full Maryland 
senatorial scholarships are required to submit a deposit of only $50, 
which is refunded at registration in September.) 

5. An applicant unable to pay the full College fees should submit 
a Parents' Confidential Statement to the College Scholarship Service; 
this form may be obtained from guidance counselors or other authorities 
at secondary schools (see page 71). The applicant should also request 
of the Director of Admissions the College's supplement to that form. An 
application for aid can be acted on by the College at the same time as 
the application for admission. 

6. A physical examination is required of each student before regis
tration. A medical-report form will be sent to the applicant upon receipt 
of the $100 deposit. 

CAMPUS VISITS 

A student considering enrolling at St. John's should make every 
effort to visit the College for one or two days. He may have a room in 
a dormitory and take his meals in the College dining hall without 
charge. He may attend tutorials, seminars, laboratories, and all other 
activities of the College, curricular and extracurricular. During the visit 
he will be interviewed by a member of the Admissions Committee, Since 
the seminar, which is the core of the program, meets on Monday and 
Thursday evenings, one of these evenings should be included in the 
visit. Such a visit should be arranged well in advance with the Director 
of Admissions. 
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SCHOLASTIC APTITUDE TEST 

The Scholastic Aptitude Test of the College Entrance Examination 
Board is normally given several times a year at convenient places through
out the country and in foreign countries. Applications to take the test 
must be addressed three weeks before the date of the test to the College 
Entrance Examination Board. For testing in the following places, the 
Board's address is P. 0. Box 27896, Los Angeles 27, California: Arizona, 
California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, 
Utah, Washington, Wyoming, Alaska, Hawaii, Mexico, Alberta, British 
Columbia, Australia, and all Pacific islands including Formosa and 
Japan. For testing elsewhere, the address is P._ 0. Box 592'. ~rincet?n, 
New Jersey. The Board will supply each applicant all the mrormat10n 

he needs. 

Fees 

The actual cost to St. John's College for the education of each 
student is approximately $3,600 per year. Ideally, perhaps, a student's 
fee should equal this figure. SL John's, however, like most other independ
ent colleges, recognizes that such a fee would be beyond the means of 
many students. The College relies on endowment income and gifts .from 
individuals and foundations to dose the gap between the income from 
fees and the actual cost of education. 

ANNUAL FEES 

The annual fees are as follows: 
Tuition ............................ $1750 
Room . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500 
Board . . . . . . . 500 

$2750 

The College reserves the right to raise fees after due notice. The annual 
fees are payable in three ways: 

l. They may be paid in full at registration in September. 

2. They may be paid in installments as follows: $1,500 in September 
at registration, and the remaining $1,250 at the beginning of the second 
semester. 

3. The fees may be paid in monthly installments over a one- to 
seven-year period. The College makes this plan available through a 
commercial lending institution. Student and parents or guardians who 
wish to use this method of payment should address inquiries to the 
Treasurer of the College. 

ADVANCE DEPOSIT 

And advance deposit of $100 on the next year's fees is due on May 3 
for prospective sophomores and seniors, and on May 24 for prospective 
juniors. This payment is not required of holders of full Maryland 
scholarships. It is not refunded except for withdrawals due to ill health, 
military service, or academic dismissal. 

CAUTION FEE 

At registration in September, each student is required to make a 
deposit of $20, which is subject to charges for laboratory breakage, 
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damage to College property, and other minor mishaps. This fee must be 
at the full amount at registration each semester. If unused it is refunded 
on request at the end of the academic year or when a student withdraws 

from the College. 
REFUNDS ON FEES 

Current installments of fees for tuition, room, and board are not 
refundable unless a student is drafted for military service or forced to 
withdraw for medical reasons. If a student has paid his fees in advance 
for either semester and withdraws from the College before the semester 
begins, such advance payment is refunded, regardless of the cause of 

withdrawal. 

PAYMENT OF BILLS 

Unless otherwise requested, the College presents its bills directly to 
the student, who assumes responsibility for their prompt payment. 

OTHER EXPENSES 

In figuring his budget for the academic year, each student should 
include additional amounts for books, clothes, laundry, and so forth. 

The cost of books is about $100 a year. 

PAYMENT OF FEES BY VETERAN STUDENTS 

For the veteran qualified to receive educational benefits under Pub
lic Law 16 (as amended by Public Law 894), the Veterans Administra
tion will pay to the College the tuition fee and charges for books and 
supplies. The veteran will be directly responsible for payment to the 
College of the fee for residence, which can also be paid in monthly 
installments timed to coincide with his monthly subsistence checks. 

Financial Aid 
College Aid 

The College maintains a financial aid program in the conv1ct10n 
that serious students should be able to attend St. John's even if unable 
to pay the full costs of their education. Funds are necessarily limited, but 
students who can demonstrate their need may be offered assistance by the 
College. 

To receive assistance, a student must be willing to accept employ
ment by the College. Positions available include: 

Waiter in dining hall 
Assistant in library 
Assistant in laboratory 
Assistant in woodwork shop 
Secretary or typist 
College mailman 
Boat steward 

Assistant in gymnasium 
Assistant in bookstore 
Assistant in music library 
Assistant in administrative offices 
Movie projectionist 
Technical equipment repairman 

No position requires more than 10 hours of work each week. The com
pensation which the student receives for this work is credited to his fees. 
It is not paid directly to the student. The stipends for the jobs vary in 
amount, with the average being approximately $400 for the school year. 

Since some students need more than they can earn through such 
employment, the College often makes an additional grant, which is also 
applied to the fees. Loans are available from the College or through 
national loan programs for students whose need cannot be met by the 
job and the granL Aid may therefore be offered in one of three ways: 
(1) by employment, (2) by employment plus grant, and (3) by employ

ment plus grant and loan. 

The College must reject all applications for aid unless it is clearly 
demonstrated that other sources are not available. The College has the 
grave responsibility of administering justly a common financial resource 
of the community of scholars to which the applicant has been admitted. 
It therefore subjects each case to a thorough investigation. The College 
is a member of the College Scholarship Service of the College Entrance 
Examination Board, and requires each applicant for aid to submit 
through the Service a Parents' Confidential Statement, a detailed state
ment of his family's financial position; this statement becomes part of 
the application for aid and helps insure that the amount of each award 
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will be based on need. The form may be obtained from secondary schools 
or The College Scholarship Service, P.O. Box 176, Princeton, New Jersey, 
or PD. Box 1025, Berkeley, California 94704. 

New students should apply for aid when they send their formal 
applications for admission to the Director of Admissions, or soon there
after. 

Funds for student aid are assigned on a yearly basis. They are not 
credited to the student's account until he has completed the academic 
work of the semester. A student receiving aid who withdraws is liable to 
the College for that portion of his aid applied to the fees for the semester 
in which he withdraws. Exceptions to this rule will be made when the 
student withdrawing has been awarded a Maryland Senatorial Scholar
ship, or when the student is drafted or forced to withdraw for medical 
reasons. 

Both in Annapolis and in Santa Fe the College is prepared to meet, 
to the fullest extent possible, the needs of students for financial aid. In 
Santa Fe, provision is made for such funds in the college budget. In 
Annapolis, endowments have, over many years, come to the College for 
this specific purpose. 

Scholarships 

Income from the following endowed scholarships supplies a major 
portion of the funds available for financial aid to students in Annapolis: 

Annapolis Self-Help Scholarships 

To be awarded annually to deserving students whose residence is 
in or near Annapolis, Maryland. Varying in amount from $200 to 
.$1,000, depending upon individual financial need, the scholarships may 
be supplemented by part-time work at the College. These scholarships 
were established in 1953 by the Trustees of the William H. Labrot Fund 
of the Endowment Guild of St. Anne's Parish in Anne Arundel County, 
Maryland. 

The George M. Austin Memorial Scholarships 

To be awarded annually, to one or more students, memorial scholar
ships in the amount of from $500 to $1,500, depending upon individual 
need. These scholarships are offered through the gift of Mrs. George M. 
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Austin and Dr. George M. Austin, Jr., in memory of George M. Austin, 
Class of 1908. They are awarded on the basis of character, scholarship 
and financial need, with preference being given to applicants from the 
State of Pennsylvania. 

The Class of 1898 Scholarships 

To be awarded annually to deserving students who need financial 
~ssistance. Stipends range in amount from $250 to $1,000 each, depend
mg upon the need of the applicant. Awards are on a yearly basis, with 
special consideration given to previous holders. Priority is given to stu
dents from Harford County, Maryland. The Class of 1898 Scholarship 
Fund was established by bequest of Charles H. MacNabb, Class of 1898, 
and his wife, V. Catherine MacNabb, of Cardiff, Maryland. 

The Faculty Scholarship 

To be awarded annually to a senior, the income from a fund estab
lished by the St. John's faculty. 

Harrison Scholarship Aid 

Grants in the amount of from $100 to $500, to be awarded annually 
to one or more "promising students who find themselves in need of 
partial financial assistance in order to obtain their education." This 
Scholarship Aid Fund was established by the late John T. Harrison, 
Class of 1907, and his wife, Gertrude L. Harrison, of Greens Farms, Con
necticut. 

Hodgson Scholarships 

To be awarded annually to one or more students, scholarships in 
the amount of from $500 to $2,500, depending upon individual need. 
Selection is also based upon character, academic achievement and 
promise. Preference is given first to applicants from Wicomico County, 
Maryland, secondly to applicants from the Eastern Shore counties of 
Maryland, and thirdly to other Maryland applicants. These scholarships 
were established by Richard H. Hodgson, Class of 1906, and his wife, 
Catherine A. Hodgson, of Salisbury, Maryland. 

The Jeremiah Hughes Scholarship 

To be awarded annually to some deserving student, preferably a 
resident of Annapolis, the sum of $30 to be applied to the cost of tuition. 
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The Jesse H. Jones and Mary Gibbs Jones Scholarships 

To be awarded annually to young men and women of outstanding 
ability who need financial aid. Between five and ten scholarships are 
awarded, ranging in amount from $250 to $500 each, depending upon 
the need of the applicant. Awards are on a yearly basis, with special 
consideration given to previous holders. There are no geographical 
restrictions. 

The Robert Edward Jones and Margaret Larsh Jones Scholarships 

To be awarded annually to one or more students, scholarships in 
the amount of from $200 to $1,000 depending upon the individual need. 
Preference is given first to properly qualified relatives or descendants of 
the donors, secondly to applicants from Kent County, Maryland. These 
scholarships were established by Colonel Robert E. Jones, Class of 1909, 
and by his wife, Margaret Larsh Jones, of Palo Alto, California. 

Maryland Senatorial Scholarships 

Residents of the several counties of Maryland and the six legis
lative districts of Baltimore are eligible to take the competitive exam
inations for scholarships at St. John's College. Twenty-nine of these 
scholarships pay full fees, including tuition, board, and room; twenty-six 
pay tuition fees only. They are granted for four years or, in the case of a 
student already at the College, for the remainder of his course to grad
uation. 

In all counties and legislative districts the competitive examinations 
are administered by the county or city school board, under the auspices 
of the Maryland State Department of Education, and reports are rendered 
to the respective Senators, who make the' appointments, except in the 
cases of Baltimore County and the third legislative district of Baltimore 
City, where the reports are rendered to the College, whose Admissions 
Committee makes the appointments. In three counties the Board of 
Education makes the award: Caroline, Harford and Montgomery. 

Scholarship candidates are urged to determine their eligibility for 
admission to the College before seeking senatorial appointment. 

The procedure for application, examination, and appointment to 
state scholarships is as follows: 

l. Candidates, who must be residents of the county or district that 
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has an open scholarship, should learn from their guidance coun
selor the time and place of the examination and apply to the 
local school board for examination. The examination is given in 
February or March. 

2. Candidates should supply to their respective Senators evidence 
of their good character and financial need. 

3. Appointees will be notified of their appointments by the Senator 
and by the College. 

Massachusetts Regional Scholarship 

To be awarded annually a scholarship in the amount of $525. This 
scholarship is awarded on the basis of character, scholarship, and financial 
need, with preference being given to applicants from the State of Massa
chusetts. 

The Philip A. Myers II Scholarship 

To be awarded annually the income from $28,000, the gift of Philip 
A. Myers II, Class of 1938, and the bequest of his mother, Mrs. Kate 
Moore Myers, of Ashland, Ohio. 

Oklahoma Regional Scholarships 

To be awarded annually, to one or more students, scholarships in 
the amount of from $500 to $1,500, depending upon individual need, 
These scholarships are offered through the gift of Eugene R Adkins, 
Class of 1953. Should there be no qualified applicants from Oklahoma, 
the scholarships may be awarded to students from elsewhere in the 
Southwest. 

The Clifton C. Roehle Scholarship 

To be awarded in tuition the income from $6,000, the bequest of 
Mrs. Anna M. D, Roehle, in memory of her son, Clifton C. Roehle. 

The Friedrich Jonathan von Schwerdtner Scholarship 

To be awarded in tuition, to some deserving student, the income 
from the bequest offered annually under the will of the late Friedrich 
Jonathan von Schwerdtner, in memory of his son, Friedrich. 

,i' 
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The Clarence Stryker Memorial Scholarship 

To be awarded annually the income from $6,775, a memorial fund 
established by former students and friends of Clarence Stryker, a member 
of the Faculty from 1902 to 1955. The scholarship is awarded each year 
to a student who could not continue his education without financial help. 

Student Loans 

The George Friedland Loan Fund 

Through the gift of the George Friedland Foundation, of Philadel
phia, Pennsylvania, the George Friedland Loan Fund was established at 
St. John's College in 1954. Students may borrow up to $250 in any one 
academic year, as far as funds may be available. Loans are without in
terest, except in the case of default. They are repayable according to a 
definite schedule of payments, commencing with the first salaried posi
tion which the individual obtains after leaving St. John's College or a 
graduate or professional school. Preference is given to upperclassmen 
in order of seniority. 

John David Pyle Memorial Loan Fund 

The family and friends of John David Pyle, Class of 1962, established 
the John David Pyle Memorial Loan Fund in 1960. Students may borrow 
up to $250 in any one academic year as far as funds may be available. 
Preference is given to seniors and juniors. Repayment of loans is made 
according to a schedule commencing with the first salaried position held 
by the individual after leaving St. John's College or a graduate or pro
fessional school. 

United Student Aid Funds 

U.S.A. Funds is a nation-wide private, non-profit service corporation 
that endorses loans to needy students. It serves as an intermediary between 
the student's bank and St. John's College, which has underwritten the 
loans by depositing funds in the U.S.A. Funds reserve. After a student 
completes his freshman year satisfactorily, he is eligible to borrow up to 
$1,000 in each succeeding academic year from his hometown bank to a 
maximum of $3,000. The student repays the loan in 36 monthly install
ments beginning four months after he leaves college. No note may bear 
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more than 63 simple interest. In the event of death, U.S.A. Funds will 
repay the outstanding amount of the loan to the bank. 

The college reviews and approves the loan application. Upperclass
men may obtain information and loan applications from the office of the 
Assistant Deans. 

National Defense Student Loan Program 

The National Defense Student Loan Program provides low-interest, 
long-term loans to freshmen and to upperclassmen who borrowed under 
this program as freshmen. A student may borrow for college expenses up 
to $1,000 a year and up to $5,000 for all his undergraduate and graduate 
years. He must sign a note for his loan. The repayment period begins one 
year after he completes his full-time course work and extends over a 10-
year period. Interest at 33 begins to accrue at the beginning of the re
payment period. During periods of service in the armed forces or the 
Peace Corps (up to a total of 3 years) no interest will accrue and no 
repayment is required. Death or permanent and total disability cancels 
the repayment obligation. If a borrower becomes a full-time teacher, a 
maximum of 503 of the loan may be cancelled at the rate of 103 for 
each year of teaching. 

The College receives and reviews applications for loans, determines 
eligibility, including financial need, and decides on the amount of the 
loan. Prospective students may obtain information and loan applications 
from the Director of Admissions; upperclassmen from the office of the 
Assistant Deans. 

Scholarships At Other Institutions for St. John's Graduates 

Three scholarships in engineering are offered at the Johns Hopkins 
University to Maryland graduates of St. John's College. 



A Brief History of St. John's College 

SL John's College is a small liberal arts college located at Annap
olis, Maryland. Founded originally as King William's School in 1696, 
it lays claim to being the third oldest college in the United States. Jt is 
non-denominational and maintains no graduate or professional schools. 
Since 1951 it has been co-educational. 

1696 
King William's School, one of the first public schools on the Ameri

can Continent, founded in accordance with the following Petitionary 
Act of the General Assembly of colonial Maryland: 

A Petitionary act for free-schools. Lib. LL. No. 2, fol. 115 
Dread Sovereign . . . 
Being excited by his present Excellency, Francis Nicholso:i, Esq.; yi_mr 

Majesty's Governor of this your Province, his Zeal for. your Ma1e.stfs ~ervice, 
pious Endeavors and generous Offers for the Propagat10n of Chnstiamty_ and 
good Leaming, herein we become humble Suitors to your most sacred Maiesty, 
to extend your Royal Grace and Favour to us your Majesty's Subjects of this 
Province, represented in this your Majesty's General Assembly thereof, THAT 
IT MAY BE ENACTED .... 

H. AND MAY IT BE ENACTED, by the King's most excellent majesty, 
by and with the advice, prayer and consent of this present General Assembly, 
and the authority of the same, That for the propagation of the gospel, and the 
education of the youth of this province in good letters and manne_rs, that a 
certain place or places, for a free-school, or place of study of Latin, C:r~ek, 
writing, and the like, consisting of one master, one usher, and one wntii:g
master, or scribe, to a school, and one hundred scholars, more or less, accordmg 
to the ability of the said free-school, may be made, erected, founded, prop
agated and established under your royal patronage. And that t~e most 
reverend father in God, Thomas, by Divine P:rovidence lord-archbishop of 
Canterbury, primate and metropolitan of all England, may be chance~lor of 
the said school; and that, to perpetuate the memory of your ma3esty, ~t may 
be called King William's School, and managed by certam trustees, nommated, 
and appointed by your sacred majesty. 

Laws of Maryland, Session of July 1-10, 1696. 

1776 

According to tradition King William's School was used as a gunshop 
during the Revolutionary War. 

1784 

SL John's College chartered by the General Assembly of the State 
of Maryland: 

WHEREAS, Institutions for the liberal education of youth in the principles 
of virtue, knowledge and useful literature are of the highest benefit to society, 
in order to train up and perpetuate a succession of able_ and hon~s~ men for 
discharging the various offices and duties of life, both c1v1l and rehg10us, with 
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usefulness and reputation, and such institutions of learning have accordingly 
been promoted and encouraged by the wisest and best regulated States: 

Be it enacted, by the General Assembly of Maryland, That a college or 
general seminary of learning, by the name of Saint John's, be established on 
the said ·western Shore'. upon the following fundamental and inviolable prin
ciples, namely_; first, said College shall be founded and maintained forever, 
upon a most liberal plan, for the benefit of youth of every religious denomina
t10n, who shall be fredy admitted to equal privileges and advantages of educa
tion, and to all the literary honors of the college, according to their merit, 
without requiring or enforcing any religious or civil test, or without their 
attendance upon any particular religions worship or service, other than what 
they have been ~ducated in, or have the consent and approbation of their 
parents or guardians to attend; nor shall preference be given in the choice of 
a principal, vice-principal, or other professor, master, or tutor, in the said 
colle.ge, on account of his p~rticular r~lil?ious profession, having regard solely 
to his moral character and literary ab1ht1es, and other necessary qualifications 
to fill the place for which he shall be chosen. . . . 
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The petition for this Charter was signed by William Paca* and 
others. 

The original Board of Visitors and Governors was as follows: 

William West, D.D. 
Thomas J. Claggett, D.D. 
Nicholas Carroll 
John H. Stone 
William Beanes 
Richard Ridgely 
Samuel Chase* 

John Thomas 
Thomas Stone* 
Alexander Hanson 
Thomas Jennings 
James Brice 
John Allen Thomas 
Gustavus R. Brown 
Edward Gantt 

Clement Hill 
Richard Sprigg 
Charles Carroll 

of Carrollton* 
Jeremiah T. Chase 
Charles Wallace 
John Carroll, D.D. 

First Principal of St. John's College was Dr. John McDowell. 

Signers of the Declaration of Independence. 

1786 
The property, funds, masters, and students of King William's School 

conveyed by an Act of the General Assembly to St. John's College. 

Reverend Ralph Higginbotham, Master of King William's School, 
became Vice Principal of St. John's College. 

Two members of the Board of Visitors and Governors of King 
William's School became Visitors and Governors of St. John's College. 

1791 
George Washington visits St. John's College. 

To the Faculty of St. John's College: 
Gentlemen: 

The satisfaction which I have derived from my visit to your infant 
seminary is expressed with much pleasure, and my wishes for its progress 
to perfection are proffered with sincere regard. 
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The very promising appearance of its infancy must flatter all its friends 
(with whom I entreat you to class me), with the hope of an early and at 
the same time mature manhood. 

You will do justice to the sentiments which your kind regard toward me 
inspires, by believing that I reciprocate the good wishes contained in your 
address, and I sincerely hope the excellence of your seminary will be mani
fested in the morals and science of the youths who are favored with your care. 

Annapolis, April 17, 1791. George Washington. 

1796 

Graduation of Francis Scott Key, District Attorney of the United 
States; author of The Star-Spangled Banner. 

1798 

Matriculation of George Washington Parke Custis, step-grandson 
of George Washington. (Fairfax and Lawrence Washington, nephews 
of George Washington, were also students at the College.) 

1835 

Curriculum during the Principalship of the Reverend Hector 
Humphreys. 

First Year 
Greek 

Xenophon 
Herodotus 
Thucydides 
Lysias 
Demosthenes 
Isocrates 
Plato 

Latin 
Livy 
Horace 
Virgil 

Mathematics 
Algebra 

Second Year 
Greek 

Horner 
Hesiod 
Tragedies 

Latin 
Juvenal 
Cicero 

Mathematics 
Plane Geometry 
Solid Geometry 
Logarithms 
Trigonometry 

Third Year 
Greek 

Minor Poets 
Latin 

Tacitus 
Mathematics 

Applications of 
Trigonometry 

Conic Sections 
Chemistry 
Natural Philosophy 
Elements of 

Criticism 

English Composition and Declamation in all fou:r years. 
Modem Languages by special arrangement in addition. 

1868 

Fourth Year 
Latin 

Horace 
Natural 

Philosophy 
Logic 
Astronomy 
Geology 
Civil 

Engineering 
American 

History 
Political 

Economy 
Natural 

Theology 

Curriculum during the Principalship of James C. -welling. 

First Year 
Greek 

Homer 
Herodotus 

Latin 
Virgil 
Cicero 
Livy 
Horace 

Mathematics 
Algebra 
Geometry 

English 
19th Century 

Literature 
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Second Year Third Year Analytic Lucretius 
Greek Greek Geometry Persius 

Xenophon Plato Descriptive Quintilian Plato Aeschylus Geometry 
Use of English Euripides Thucydides 

Lucian Sophocles Instruments Authors of 13th, 
Latin Latin Natural 14th and 15th 

Horace Cicero Philosophy Centuries 
Cicero Juvenal Chemistry Mathematics 
Terence Plautus Historical Analytic 

Mathematics English Methods Geometry 
Logarithms Shakespeare Fourth Year Calculus 

Trigonometry Spenser Greek Mechanics 

Solid Geometry Taylor Plato - Natural 
Hooker Aristotle Philosophy English Milton Aristophanes Astronomy Shakespeare Mathematics Demosthenes Logic 18th Century Theory of Latin Evidence of Literature Equations Tacitus Christianity 

. Also in the . fourth year, lectures in Philosophy and Social Science on: Plato, 
~n~otle, ~ugustme, Thomas Aquinas, Vico, Descartes, Bacon Bossuet, Pascal, Paley, 

oc e, Spmoza, Montesquieu, Kant, De Tocqueville, Adam' s · h 
Buckle, Lecky, Malthus, Mill, Butler. mlt , Fichte, Hegel, 

1886-1923 

. Presi~ency of Thomas Fell. A curriculum of Block Electives and Mil~ 
Itary Trammg: The Classical Course (B.A. Degree); The Latin Scientific 
Course _(B.L. Degree); The Scientific Course (B.S. Degree) · and The 
Mechamcal Engineering Course (M.E. Degree)_ ' 

1923-1937 

Conventional Liberal Arts program, with free electives and majors. 

1937 

Restoration of the traditional program of Liberal Arts. 

1951 

Introduction of co-education. 

1964 

Opening of St John's College in Santa Fe, New Mexico. 
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College, University of Chicago, 1947-51; Adult Education, St. John's College, ·wash· 
ington Public Lib:rary, Graduate School of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, 
1941-47, 1951-54; Tutor, St. John's College, 1954-. 

CLARENCE J. KRAMER. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... 922 Canyon Road 
B.A., St. John's College, 1949; M.A., Ma:rlbo:ro College, 1950; Tutor, St. John's 
College, 1954-; Associate Dean of the College and Dean, Santa Fe, 1964-. 

JAMES M. TOLBERT...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. ...... 119 Lafayette Street 
B.A., 1935; M.A., 1937, Emory University; Ph.D., University of Texas, 1950; 
Teaching Fellow in English, Emo:ry University, 1935-36; Teaching Fellow in 
English, University of Texas, 1938-42; Instructor in English, Tulane University, 
1942; Military Service, 1942-46; Instructor in English, University of Texas, 1946-50; 
Teaching Intern., St. John's College, 1953-55; Tutor and Director of Admissions, 
St. John's College, 1955-. 

THOMAS KING SIMPSON. . . . . . . Pleasant Plains Road, St. Margaret's 
B.A., SL John's College, 1950; M.A. in Teaching, 'Wesleyan University, 1955; In
structor, American University at Cairo, Cairo, Egypt, 1950-53; Teaching Intern, 
St. John's College, 1955-56; Tutor, St. John's College, 1956-. (Leave of Absence, 
1963-.) 

CHARLES G. BELL.......... . ................... 3 Shipwright Harbo:r 
B.S., University of Virginia, 1936; Rhodes Scholar, Oxford University, B.A. (M.A.), 
1938, B. Litt., 1939; Instructor and Assistant Professor of English, 1940-45, Wartime 
Assistant in Physics, 1945, Iowa State College; Research Assistant in Physics, 
Princeton University, 1945; Assistant Professor of English, Princeton University, 
1945-49; Rockefeller Grant fo:r study in Europe, 1948; Assistant Professor of 
l-Iuman1ties 1 -university of Chicago (Coliege), l94S-5G; Guest :P~oicssor, Uahn.::rsity 
of Frankfurt, 1952; Ford Fellow, 1952-53; Guest Professor and Director of the 
Honors Program, University of Puerto Rico (at IVIayaguez), 1955-56; Guest Pro
fessor (Fulbright Program), Technische Hochschule, Munich, Germany, 1958-59; 
Tutor, St. John's College, 1956-; Director of Adult Education, 1957-58. 
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MICHAEL 0SSORGIN . 
L ce .. · ............. ' ... " .. 0 • • • • • ·" • • • "·, • 9 Mayo Avenue, Bay Ridge 
I Y . e Russe, P~ns, .1938; Conservatoire Russe a Paris, 1932-35 1942-44· L Th 
;~~itf t .de 0 T~eodlogie Orthodoxe, Paris, 1942; Instructor in Music Ins~itu~ d~ 
. eo ogie rt o oxe, Pans, 1944-46; Instructor in Theolo s T'., h ; -
mary, Pennsylvania, 1947; Secretary of the Orthodox D' gy,. t.Al u on s Sem
Teacher of Music, Bureau of Indian Affairs, De artmen~o~~se m as.ka, 1948-49; 
Associate Professor Consultant St John's p P the Intenor, 1950-56; 
1961-62; Tutor, St.' John's -College: 1956-. rograrn, St. Mary's College, California, 

EvA T. H. BRANN. 
B.A, Brooklyn. ~~·1;~~~ · ·1 ·9~~-. - M·~· · ·;~;{.' ·;~·~ ·~ 217. Hanover Street, Apt. 6 
of the American Numis~atic Socie·t- ., u ' "'. I 56, Yale, Umvers!ty; Fellow 
of Classical Studies at Athens 1952!535 :;ie~, 19~,2, :ello~ of the Amencan School 
Excavations at Athens as Sibley Fello~\T of~he{ ~~t~ ~!tar _of the American Agora 
ology, Stanford University 1956_57 . M b 1_ _ ppa, Instmctor u1 Archae
ton, 1958-59; Tutor, St. john's C~lle;;i 1~~7-~st1tute for Advanced Study, Prince-

EnwARD GRANT SPARROW, JR ................... . 
BA H · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .53 College Avenue 

· ., arvard College, 1951; LL.B., Harvard Law Scho I . , 
College, Columbia Universit 1957 . T . , 0 • 1954, M.A., Teachers 
Director, Integrated Liberal A{ts Curricul~~orSt Sr~ J~hnCsllCollege,_ 1957-; Acting 

- , · ary s o ege, Cahfonua, 1964-65. 

SAMUEL EMMONS BROWN, JR .............. . 
H - d . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 702 Melrose Street 
p;~ar 19~2oll~ge]· 1936-37;. DiJ?loma, _Black Mountain College, 1945; !VI.A. 1956· 

: ., , _nuana Umverslty; private tutoring 19'16 48· ff ' · ' 
vVmdsor Mountain School 1948-49· Di" t f ]\--"'" '. A - ' .uuector of l'v!usic, 
53· G . . ' ' rec or o '~us1c Verde Valley s h 1 1950 

' raduate Assistant n1 Music Histor" and Literatu;e 1, d' U . c <?0 ' c -

55; Part-time Teacher, Indiana Univ~rsity 1956-57: T -' iana mve~sity, 1955-
1958-. ' • - utor, St. Johns College, 

BRYCE Du VAL JACOBSEN. 
BA · · 220 Hilltop Lane 

· ~., St John's College, 1942; Farmer and Carpenter 1942 57 
of Athletics, St John's College, 1958__ ' · - ; Tutor and Director 

EDWARD MALCOLM WYATT. 
B A 19 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 265 Hanover Street 

· ·: 53; M.A., 1956, University of Vir · · · I · · - . 
vcrsity of Virginia 1955-58· Tutor ct J -hgi'mCa, llnstructor in Mathematics, Uni-

' - ' ' " · o n s o ege, 1958-. 
THOMAS J. SLAKEY. . . . . . ... 

BA c ;- , · · · - · · · · .213 Las 1\/fananitas 
· ""• &t. Marys Colleae, California 1952· MA U · a • - , L 

Ph.D., Cornell Univer~ity, 1960; U1;ited Stat~s-·Ar;1vLrs~te_ ,, aval, . Quebec, 195_3; 
osophy, Cornell University 1955-58· Tutor St John';'{.: 1119"3 51D9,59Ass1sta1H m Phil-

' • ' · o ~o ege, -; Santa Fe, 1964-. 
LAURENCE BERNS. . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... . 

B.A., 1950; Ph.D, 1957, University of Chicago; 
Basic Prognm of Libera! Education for Adults, 
Tutor, St. John's College, 1960-. 

MICHAEL S. LITTLETON. 

..... 3 Maryland Avenue 

Le.~tur~r in the Liberal A..:rts. 
Umversity of Chicago, 1956-59; 

.14 Cathedral St 
.B.S., 1954; B.A, 1955, University of Maryland· B D H 0 0 • 

tion, 1960; United States l'favv 1955-5-7· T t ' c J., l a;trord ;:,emmary Founda-
1' , ... u or, "t OF! s College, 1960-. 

ALVIN N. MAIN .. 

B.A., University of California at Santa -~~~~a~a. {~;~.· ._R~ute ~ Box 124, An10ld 
52; Teachmg Assistant University of Cali'o . ' , '. Un_ted CJtates Navy, 1940-
University of C~!ifon~ia at Santa B b' _rm~9~~ L5os Angeles, 1955-56; Instructor, 
College, 1960-. ar ara, - 8, 1959-60; Tutor, St. John's 
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. , . , , . , . , ... 5 Maryland Avenue 
HENRY NATHAN,.'.'.'"' .. '.''''' .. ·:.' ........ '~~~· University, 1957; Instructor, San 

B.A., Columbia Umvers1ty, 1955, M.A., Harv T fts University, 1958-60; Tutor, 
Francisco State College, 1956-57; Instructor, u 
St. John's College, 1960-, (Leave of Absence, 1964-65.) 

587 Camino Del Monte Sol ROBERT EUGENE SKEELE· · · , , , · · · · ' · · .. ' . ' . ' ....... , .... , . 953 A · t t 
. . 1949 . B D Yale Divinity School, l ; ss1s an 

B.A., Ohio State Umv:rsity,h h; f · Ed'na Minneapolis, Minnesota, 1953-56; 
Minister a~ the Coloma~ C urc oh of ~l~xandria, Minnesota, 1956-60; Tutor 
Minister, Fust Congregat10nal JChhu7c C Hege· Tutor and Assistant Dean, Santa Fe, 1960, Assistant Dean, 1961-, St. 0 n s 0 ' 

1964-. 

.................. 23 State Circle BEATE RUHM VON 0PPEN · · · , · · · · · · · · · · ...... ' ' . . . . . · 
. . . . , L'b · n Barber Institute of Fme Art, Um-

B.A., 1939, Bummgham Umversity,_ . 1 ~na_ ' Office l943-51' Royal Institute of 
versity o_f Birmingham, 1939-~3; Bn~~~h ~~=~~n Nuffield Colleg~, Oxford, 1956-58; 
Internat10nal Aff~us, 1952-56, Rese f r the Study of War Documents of the 
Microfilmin~ Project of t~e _Comlm915~~6eO· oTutor St. John's College, 1960-, (Leave American Histoncal Associat10n, , ' 
of Absence, 1963-65.) 

ROBERT B. WILLIAMSON· · · · · · · , · · · · · · · ................ . . . . . . . . , , . 113 Conduit Street 

, I t in Philosophy, University B.A., 1954; M.A., 1957, University of yirgima; nstruc or 
of Virginia, 1959-60; Tutor, St. Johns College, 1960-. 

DEAN R. HAGGARD· · · · · · · · .............. .... 315 Severn Avenue 

h f Loyola College 1957-60; Fels BA Reed College, 1955; Instructor m Mat ema m(i · ·t 1960-61 · Tutor St. 
Fund Fellow in Philosophy, The Johns Hopkms mvers1 y, ' ' 
John's College, 1961-. 

, .. 91 Market Street ................. 
SAMUEL s. KUTLER ... ' ................. ·.· ..... Mathematician 1955 Associate Math-

B.A.,_ St. John's College, _19?4; Assista~~e ohns Hopkins u'niversity: Applied 
ematician 1957, MathemaLician I95I, M th !natics) American University, 1955-, 
Physics Laborato7y; Graduate. Stud9y 0 ( Va it~n Tutor, St. John's College, 1960; Instructor, Amencan Umversity, 1 6 ' is g 
Tutor, St. John's College, 1961-. 

. .................. Pinkney Hall 
RoBERT D, SACKS ........ , ... , ......... ;~··;~~~~ .Hopkins University, 1963; Hebrew 

.B.A., St. John's College, 1951;5:.h-~., 1 ~e Langues Orientales Vivantes, 1956-57; 
University, Jerusalem, 1199557~59'. T~~~r St. John's College, 1961-
Umversity of Chicago, ' ' 

.......... 11 Shipwright Street .............. ELLIOTT ZUCKERMAN··· · · · · · · · · · . . . . . . . . 11 
. 11 F !low in the Humanities, Clare Co ege, 

A.B., Columbia University, 195~; .:e ~t iv:rsity (English Literature), 1954; Dury~a 
Cambridge, 1952-54; B.A., Cam_ n ge C f bia University 1954-55; A.M., Columbia 
Fellow in Modern European Hi)sto[~5 5 . 0 ~~., Cambridge' University, 1959; Ph.~., 
Umversity (Europ.ean f'.11story' H' ' ) 1962, Lecturer in History, Colum~1a 
Columbia Umvers1ty (Europe_an _ istory' d Music The New School for Sona! 
University 1956-61; Lecturer m History an ' 
Research, '1960-61; Tutor, St. John's College, 1961-. 

............... 3 Gladden Road l OSEPH p COHEN ............... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . f Ch. 
.. · t of Philosophy University o icago, 

B.A., St. John's Coll~ge, _1956; Depart~en mer School, 19S7; United States Army, 
1956-57, 1959-62; Um~ehrsitLy_bof i1~~~ ~~versity College, University of Chicago, 1957-59; Lecturer m c e 1 era r ' 
1960-62; Tutor, St. John's College, 1962-. 
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MOLLY GUSTIN .. 
. ....... · ... · ... · .. · .... , ... ·. · .. , ......... ,.P.O. Box 495 

University of California at Los Angeles, 1939-41; Bachelor of Music, 1956; Master 
of Music, 1957; Ph.D., 1961, Indiana University; Graduate Teaching Assistantship 
in Music Theory, 1956-58, Indiana University; Tutor, St. John's College, 1962-; Santa Fe, 1964-, 

DANIEL MARC LARNER .......... ' ................. ' .. ' ........ East Winchester Road 

A.B., Harvard College, 1960; M.S., University of 'Wisconsin, 1962; Social Worker 
in Boston, 1958-59; University of 'Wisconsin Fellow, 1960-61; Teaching Assistant 
in the History of Science, University of Wisconsin, 1961-62; Tutor, St. John's 
College, 1962-. 

JOHNS. STEADMAN ..................... ' ... ' ......... '' .. ' ........... RFD l, Box 57 

B.S., University of 'Wisconsin, 1959; Instructor in Radio Repair, The Infantry 
School, 1954-56; Assistant in Philosophy, Cornell University, 1959-61; Teaching 
Fellow, Cornell University, 1961-62; Tutor, St. John's College, 1962-, 

GEORGE M. BERRY, JR ............. , ......................... 239 Prince George Street 

Johns Hopkins University, 1956-57; University of Munich, 1958; B.A., Johns Hop
kins University, 1961; M.A., University of Maryland, 1963; Tutor, St. John's College, 1963-. 

KARL D. FEZER ................................ Box 13, Route 5, Old Annapolis Road 

B.S., Cornell University, 1951; M.A., Haverford College, 1953; Ph.D., Cornell Uni
versity, 1957; Research Assistant in Plant Pathology, Cornell University, 1952-55; 
Allied Chemical & Dye Corp. Fellowship in Plant Pathology, Cornell University, 
1955-56; Research Fellow, Instructor, Assistant Professor in Plant Pathology, Uni
versity of Minnesota, St. Paul Campus, 1956-62; Assistant Professor in Biology, 
University of Minnesota, Morris Campus, 1962-63; Tutor, St. John's College, 1963-. 

THOMAS A. McDONALD ...... , ............................. 214 Prince George Street 
St. John's College, 1944; Military Service, 1945-46; University of Virginia, The 
New School, New· York, 1947-50; Graduate study in Philosophy, The Graduate 
Faculty, The New School, 1950-52, 1955-58; Teaching Fellow, 1956-58; Lecturer, 
University College, University of Chicago, 1958-62; Lecturer, Overseas-extension, 
University of Maryland (Heidelberg, Germany), 1962-63; Tutor, St. John's College, 1963-. 

JOHN L. SARKISSIAN .... ' ............................ ' .. ' ....... 630 Americana Drive 

University of Chicago, 1939-41; U. S. Army, 1942-46 (Princeton University, 1943 
A.S.T.P.); B.S., M.S., University of Illinois, 1946-48; Instructor, Biological and 
Physical Sciences, Pestalozzi-Froebe! Teachers College, Chicago, 1948-54; Instructor, 
University of Indiana, 1948-50; Traveling Fellow and Research Associate, Institute 
of Human Heredity, University of Bologna, Italy, 1955-56; Instructor, Biological 
Science, University of Illinois, 1958-63; Tutor, St. John's College, 1963-. 

ROBERT LOUIS SPAETH .. 
...... 23 Madison Place 

B.S., St. John's University, Minnesota, 1959; U.S. Army Signal Corps, 1954-56; 
Graduate study (physics), University of Illinois, 1959-60; Graduate study (math
ematics), University of Wisconsin, 1961-62; Teacher, Cathedral High School, St. 
Cloud, Minnesota, 1960-61; Mathematics writer, Educational Research Council of 
Greater Cleveland, 1962-63; Tutor, St. John's College, 1963-. 

DAVID H. STEPHENSON .. ' .... ' .................................... 53 College Avenue 

B.A., Columbia College, 1958; New York State Teaching Fellowship, 1958-60; M.A., 
Columbia University, 1960; Director of Men's Chorus, New York Association for 
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. Riverdale Country Day School, 1960-61; 
the ,lllind, 1959-62; Music Instructor, N . 1961 _63 . Free lance writer and 
Chorus Director, Bellevue School of 196¥~~~ngTutor St., John's College, 1963-. 
editor, Thomas Y. Crowell Company, ' ' 

. . . . . . . . . . 31 East Street 
PHILIP BROOKS v\T ARING ................ " ... " ... ~~. ~e·~~~ ·l~~nia School of Medicine, 

B.A., Harvard University, 1954; ,Umvers9ityU . , .t yof Paris, 1960-62; Tutor, St. 
1954-57; M.A., Columbia University, 195 ' nnersi y 
John's College, 1963-. 

. ......... 640 Canyon Road 
MARCIA M. BULLARD .............................. ~~~~~;s~t of California at Berkeley, 

B.A., University of New Mexico, 1958,f ~~tfornia at B:rkeley, 1959-62; Instructor, 
1960; Teaching Assistan_t, Umversi~y ~ St John's College, Santa Fe, 1964-. 
University of New Mexico, 1962-6 , utor, · 

IDA DoRAISWAMY . . . Madras University, 1955; Lecturer, Lady 
B.A., Madras U111vers1ty, 1951, Mjt" 1960_61 (Oberlin Shansi Faculty Fellow
Doak College, 1957-60; Oberlm Co eg1e9,6,,, p _ f' sor Lady Doak College, 1962-64; 
ship); M.S., University of v\Tisconsm, "'' IO cs ' 
Tutor, St. John's College, 1964-. 

8 Marvland Avenue 
MICKEY GIBSON .............................................. ~-;late 1960 University 

B.A, 1957; M.A, 1958, University_ of Oklah~~:~e P:0;\~~~~1ich i~ the' Social Sci
of North Carolina; Research as~istani9i~-~· Teaching assistant in Anthropology, 
ences, University of North Caro 111 ~· . Anthro olo ical research in Mexico, 1959 
University of North Carol111a, 1959 60, . Pd Gg oucher Colle"e; Instructor of 

9 3 ( f Pan Amencan Umon an " 1 s and 1 6 grants _rom v· . - 1960-61· Instructor of Anthropo ogy, can 
Sociology, Umversity of v\Test ngima: I t ~ _ of Anthropology, Goucher Col
Fernando Valley State C_ollcge, 1_961-~2,. ns {1-~c .0~ce-Foundation Summer Institute 
lege, 1962-6_4; Ins_tructor 111 tHhe Fhnsst ~ a\10~t~de~~~s Goucher College, 1963; Tutor, 
in the Social Sciences for ig c .oo • 
St. John's College, 1964-. 

86 Conduit Street 
JOHN ROBERT GUMP.... .. .......................... £' "1: .h. ~~-d. ~sychology Ewing 

B.A., College of "\"looster, 1952;. Instruct~ni~~ T~~;~o ical Seminary, N~w York, 
Christian College, Allahabad .. India, B.D.,ish Redwood C~unty, Minnesota. 1957-60; 
1957; Coorcl111ator: John Knox Large~ Pa~ a~cl Westminster Foundation, Annapolis, 
Campus Pastor, First Presbyterian C urc ' C lie e 1964-
Md., 1960-64; Tutor and Assistant Dean, St. Johns o g ' . 

720 Glenwood Street 
DAVID CLIFFORD JoNES. · · - - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · - · ·_· · ·f· ·;~:;;s~phy The University 

h , C 11 1959· MA Department o i ' 
B.A., St. Jo n s o eg_e, '. · .-; i Fellow, The University of Melbourne, 
of Melbourne, Australia, 1962, UnnHers;y F 11 v The University of Texas 1962-
1961-62; University Fellow and Bess e 111 e 0\ ' 

64; Tutor, St. John's College, 1964-. 
1664 Cerro Gordo 

JouRNET G. KAHN · · · · · · · · · · · · St.·· ·h· · ',s' · C. ·0'1i~g-~. '{942-43· Georgetown 
l , c 11 J9A.2· Tutor . Jo n • ' . B.A., St. Jo ms o ege, . ' ' . . 0 ' b 194A..46· Ph.D., University of Notre 

University, 1945; Laval University, h_uel ec, d,Mi~higan State University, 1957-
Dame, 1949; Illir10is Institute of Tee no oo1y S~~ndards 1943-44; Instructor, Xavier 
58· Scientific Assistant, Nauonal Bureau M ette Ui~iversity 1949-53; Lecturer, 
U1~iversity, Ohio, 1946-47; I9ns6truActor,. t arPqruofessor Univers,ity of Notre Dame, 

· D. · Thomae l 5 · ssocia e ' s x · C 1 Institutum iv1_ ' . ' 1958_" 9. Professor of Psychology, t. L avier o -

;;;~-~l~i;::~o;~n6~-~~:y~~;~~is~t. Johi~·s' College, Santa Fe, 1964-. 
.l'-- ' ~ o , - ...... . 11 German Street 

LOUIS N. KuRs · · - · · · .. ·; .. '. ...... g~2· ·43·. ·1·9·46'_. -~~l1.~~bl;. University, 1943-45; M.S., 
Colorado School or Mmes, 1 · h: A '. t 1 t in the College and Department 

. . f ch· go 1948· Teac mg ssis ar . cl Umversity o . ica . ' • . 1948_49. Instructor in Physical Soence an 
of Geology, Umversity of Chicago, ' 
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Geology, Wright Junior College, 1949-51; Supervisor, Steel Production Division, 
South Works, United States Steel Corporation, 1951-54; Instructor in Geology, 
University of Illinois (Chicago), 1954-64; National Science Foundation Science 
Faculty Fellowship, University of Chicago, 1961-62; Tutor, St. John's College, 1964-. 

INGEBORG L. LORENZ. . .... South Dormitory Apartment 
B.A., Smith College, 1932; Head, Eng"lish Department, St. Katharine's School, 
Davenport, Iowa, 1932-34, Greenwood School, Ruxton, Maryland. 1934-35; Lecturer, 
Marlboro College, 1949-56; English teacher, Brearley School, New York, 1956-64; 
Tutor, St. John's College, Santa Fe, 1964-. 

DONALD F. RAUBER ...................................... 550 Camino Del Monte Sol 
B.A., St. Mary's College, 1950; M.A., 1954; Ph.D., 1958, University of Oregon; 
Technical Writer, Sandia Corporation, 1958-61; Instructor, University of Portland, 
1961-62; Technical v\Triter, Sandia Corporation, 1962-64; Tutor, St. John's College, 
Santa Fe, 1964-. 

ROGER SCHMEECKLE .............................................. 36 Murray Avenue 
University of Colorado, 1946-48; Regis College, Colorado, 1948-50; A.B., St. Thomas 
College, 1951; Programmer, IBM; Tutor, St. John's College, 1964-. 

EARL C. ScoTT .................................................... 257 Burley Drive 
U. S. Navy, Stanford University, 1945-46; B.S., Rice University, 1948; Chemical 
Engineer, E. I. Du Pont Company, 1948-51; University of Texas, 1951-52; B.D., 
Austin Presbyterian Seminary, 1954; Harvard University, 1955-59, 1961-62; As
sistant Professor in Biblical Theology, Austin Presbyterian Seminary, 1959-64; 
Tutor, St. John's College, 1964-. 

DEBORAH MARY TRAYNOR. . . . . . . ............................ 6 Bricin Court 
B.A., Mount Holyoke College, 1956; M.A., University of Chicago, 1958; Chicago 
Educational Television Association, 1959-63; College Humanities Staff, University 
of Chicago, 1963-64; Tutor, St. John's College, 1964-. 

ARTHUR c. REISZ. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - .. Pinkney Hall 
A.B., St. John"s College, 1955; 'Woodrow Wilson Fellow, 1955-56; Harvard Uni
versity, 1955-57; The Johns Hopkins University, 1960-63; Master in Latin and 
French, Friends Academy, Long Island, 1959-60; Instructor in Greek, The Johns 
Hopkins University, 1962-63; Visiting Tutor, St. John's College, 1964-65. 

JAMES I. GILBERT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 235 King George Street 
Visiting Tutor and Artist-in-Residence, 1962-63; Artist-in-Residence, St. John's 
College, 1964-65: 

Honorary Fellows 
p AUL lvIELLON 

B.A., 1929, Yale University; B.A., 1931; M.A., 1938, Cambridge University. 

MARK VAN DOREN 
B.A., 1914; M.A., 1915; Litt.D., 1958, University of Illinois; Ph.D., 1920, Columbia 
University; Litt.D., 1944, Bowdoin College; L.H.D., 1957, Adelphi College. 

RICHARD F. CLEVELAND 
B.A., 1920; M.A., 1921, Princeton University; LL.B., 1924, Harvard University. 

Tutor Emeritus 
GEORGE ALTHOFF BINGLEY, B.A., M.A ........................... Baltimore, Maryland 



Register of Students 

Annapolis 1963-1965 

Judith Linda Abrams, '65 .. Charles Philip Ackermann, ; 66 .· ... · ............ . 
John Henry Adcock, '64 ...... . 
William Randall Albury, '68 .. 
Dana Densmore Allen, '65 .. 
Lorraine Eleanor Anderson, i64 .. .' .' . 
Stephen Scott Anderton, '68. 
Arlene Pearl Andrew, '65 .. 
Lewis Edgar Archibald, '65 .... 
Lawrence Vincent Arnold, Jr., i68 .· .... 
Andrea Lynn Asti, '68 ....... . 
Jonathan Brock Aurthur, '68. 
Anne-J\1arie Austin, '67 ..... . 
Robert Bruce Axtman, '66 .. 

Stephen Eduard Bach, '68 ... 
Eric Gunnar Back, '66 .. 
Kay Randolph Back, '66 ...... . 
Linnea Eleanor Back, '67 ... . 
Harry Ritchie Bailey, '66 ... . 
Cheryl Sue Baird, '67 ......... . 
Richard lVIichael Ballen, '67 ... . 
William Preas Banks, '64 .. . 
lVIildred Louise Barber, '67. . . ............ . 
Constance Roberta Baring-Gould, '66 .... . 
lviargaret Maria Anna Baroniak, '66 .. . 
Ellin Adair Barrett, '68 .... . 
Tomi Ann Barwicke, '67 ... . 
Kathleen Fraser Beaton, '68 
Karen Keith Beckvold, '66 ........ . 
Peter Franklin Behrstock, '68 ... . 
Constance Jane Bell, '66. 
Sarah Johanna Bell, '67 ..... . 
Katherine Jean Bemis, '67 ... . 
Carol Janice Benjamin, '65 .. . 
Sheryl Lee Benton, '67 ...... . 
John Leonard Bergman, '68. 
VVilliam Jesse Berkowitz, '64 .. 
Josef Bernard, '65 .......... . 
Gabrielle Harris Bershen, '68 .......... . 
\¥alter James Bienemann, '67 ... . 
J\1ary Louise Biggar, '65 ..... . 
\Villiam Wayne Bigler, '67 .. 
Sharon Louise Bishop, '66 ... 
Frederick James Blachly, '66 .. 
Luther Gibson Blackiston, Jr., '68. 
Jan Harold Blits, '65 ...... . 
Frances Elizabeth Borst, '66 .... . 
Pamela Crawford Boston, '67 .. 
Sarah Braddock, 1 68 ...... . 
VVayne Russell Brandow, '66 .. . 
Candace Ross Brightman, '66 
Diana Lee Brodkin, '67 ... 
l\1ark Boyd Bromberg, '66 
Vicki Sue Brown, '68 .. 
Judith Ellery Brownstone, '67. 
John Walter Buckley, '67. 
Sarah Elaine Burnett, '65 ....... . 
Julia Elisabeth Busser, '66 ... . 
Jaclyn Haruk Button, '66. 
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. Jenkintown, Pennsylvania 
. .Washington, D. C. 

. ........ Bronx, New York 
. Severna Park, Maryland 

. Washington, D. C. 
. Hamden, Connecticut 

Norfolk, Virginia 
Boston, Massachusetts 
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Aclnan Stevens Rubin Jr '66 
Sany Rutzky, '68 .. ' ... , · 
1\11chael Sean Ryan, '68 
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Joe Sachs, '68 

Judith Ann Sa«i1~~. ··67. . ... Houston, Texas 
Linda Joyce Samp~y '68. · · · · · · ····· ... Annapolis, Maryland Lesl~e Jeanne Scatch~rd, '68. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·: Yeadon, Pennsylvania 
Darnel Carl Schiff, '65 . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Larry McNeill Schlueter '67 · · · · · · · ····· .. Union, New Jersey 
!to_be_rt Frederick Schmid: '67 .· · · · · · · · ... lVIetairie, Louisiana Wil~iarn Bryan Schreitz, '67 . . · · ... Baltimore, Maryland 
Irwin Leroy Schroeder Jr. '66 · · Severna Park Maryland 
Barbara Vaughan Schu'macker, ;68'_' · · · · · · · · · S~n Diego,' California 
Debor~h Schwartz, '68 · · · · · · .. Miami. Shores, Florida 
Naomi Schwartz '66 Arlington, Virginia 
Gregory Richard Scott, "67' . .Brooklyn, New York 
Nancy Jean Zimmerman Scott ~67: · ··· .. Annapolis, 1\iaryland 
Frederick Scott Seegers '68 ' ... Anna_polis, l\1aryland 
l\.iar_k Howard Seglin, ;67. . Arlington, Virginia 
Jes~1ca Seides, '67 . . . . · · .... Union, New Jersey Ceh~ Yvonne Seligson, '66. . .. Suffern, New York 
Sylvia Karen Shapiro '66 ...... Bronx, New York 
Ronald Wayne Shark~s '65 · · · · · · Fairfax, California 
Daniel Sherman '65 ' · · · · · · · ... Havertown, Pennsylvania 
Joel Shim berg, ,'66 .. · . .' · · . . Flushing, New York 
Lowell Ian Shindler '64 . Pound Ridge, New York 
Richard Allen Shul~an i6·7· · · · · · · · · Brooklyn, New York 
Sandra Lynne Shwayd~r, '68.: North Merrick, New York 
Cynthia Jane Sieh]er, '66. . . . . · · · · · · · . . Denver, Colorado Lar~y Joel Silverman, '66 ··.:Cumberland, l\faryland 
David Leona_rd Simon, '68 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Joseph lVIorns Simonds '68 · ······._New York, New York 
Gay Diane Singer, '6/ . . . . . . Silver Spring, l\1aryland 
Jonathan Halsby Sinnreich '68. · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·. ·. Baltimore, Maryland 
Hany Watkins Sipple, '66 . . . . · · · · · · ····.Lloyd Ha.rbor, New York 
Larsme Elizabeth Sirizzotti '66 · · · · · · · · · ·Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Albert Mark Smith III, '67. · · · · · · · · · ...... Willits, California 
Judith Anne Smith, '67., ... , . . . . .Aberdeen, IHaryiand 

~~;~:~ic~ 11Pa~fu~~i11So;i5 · ;66 · · ............... · ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· · ·· ·· ··:: · .· .· .. · .· • T~an~~~kN~~ )~~~~~ 
Joseph Robert Starkey' '67 · · · · · · · · .. BaH1more, Maryland 
John Richard Stearns, "65 . ·. . . . · · .. lVIontville, New Jersey 
Robert Yehudi Steinbrecher '67 New York, New York 
Joseph Walter Sterling, J/, '65: · · · · · .... Weston, Connecticut 

. ..... Annapolis, l\1ary1and 
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Stockbridge, Massac~us~tts ' 6 ...... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Arlington, V1rg1n1a 
Shirley Margaret Stick~ey, . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . Richard Wood Steve!'s, 6 . ;r,7 .· ." ." ." ." ." .· ." ." .......... ·.· ......... · ............. BroMokclyLne'anN, eVwi·rygi.onri.ka 
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Laurie Louise Temp e, , · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Salisbury, Maryland 
Rebecca Jane 'J:'.en~er', 67 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·R~d Bank New Jersey 
Steven James Tibbitt, 66 · ........... · · · · · · · · · · · · Hull Massachusetts 
Diana Toland, '67. · · · · ·-,· · · · ·· · ·· · · · · · ......... · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·.Pinevill~, Pennsylvania 
Rolf Howard Tollefson, ,67 · · · · · · · · · · · · ................. · · · · · · · · · · . . . . . Circle, Mon_ta~a 
James Mack Toney, Jr., 65 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . Evanston, Ilhi:iois 
Sara Mary Towe, '68 · · ·; · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ........ · · · · · · · · · · · ·N~.;.· Haven, Connecticut 
William Carry! Tri~lett II, 64 · · · · · · · . . . . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · Houston, Tex'!-5 
John Allen Trotter, 6,6 · · · · · · · · · · . . . . . . . . . .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ··Augusta Georgia 
Neil Gordon Tucker, 68. ·; · · · · · · · · · · . . .......•. · · · · · · · '. '. '. ". '_: ". ". ".iialtimore, 'Maryland ~:i:i~ :a~;":e~u;~~!~Yl6667-_ .... '. '. '. '. '. '. ............... . 
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Robert James Ungar, '64 ............................... . ................ Washington, D. C. 
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Wilmington, Delaware 

.. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·Allendale New Jersey Al · duPont Valk, '66. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .· .· .·. Annapo'lis, Maryl'!nd Su~~:;' Ustick Van Ars~ale, ' 65 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Charlotte, North Carolu!a 
Everett Lee Vaugh'!n, ~8 · · · · · · · · · · . · · · · · · · · · · · · · C m Hill, Pennsylvania 
Virginia Ross Vennmg: ?l6 · · · · · · · · · · ........... · · · · · a .brooklyn, New York 
Alfreda Leona V:erratt), · · · · · · · · ..................... ·.·.·.·.·.·.·:.·::.·.·:.".New York, New York Lorraine Ann Vitale,' 68 ......... . 
Daniel O'Neal Vona, 67. 
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Chuluota, Floriqa 

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Cleveland, Ohio Cecil Lee Wade, '64. · · · .7. · · · · · · ·.·.·:.-.·:........ . ..... .",\;,;,~polis, Maryland 
Karen Sheila Walker, '6, ..................... · Covington, Kentucky 
Charles Barnes Watson, ,66~.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... W ~odbridge, New Jersey 
Michael Dunlop Weaver., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New York, New York 
Thomas Remson Webb, 68. ;65........... . ...... Baltimore, Maryland 
Edward David Weinbe;ger, · .. · · · · · · · · : St~kbridge, Massachusetts 
Neal Orlove We~ner, 64.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New York, New York 
D thea Wend, 68. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Sheridan, Wyommg 
Ti!.berlake LaelWWe~~n:a1e:, '?z7 .· .'.· ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." .......... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. Oelwein, Iowa 
Darrell Myers es ic ; ., ............... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·sii~~; Spring, Maryla~d 
John Pau\ Wetl~ufer, .. 6.7."."."."."."."."."."."."........ ·······Pittsburgh, Pennsylv
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Maria Whitaker, 68 · · ............... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . Stockport, . 10 
John Frazier Whi~e, '65: · · ·; · · · · . . . . . . · · · · · · · ·. Coral Gables, . Florida J h Thomas Craig White, 66........ . ................ ·.M·i ·nneapolis, Mmnesota 0 

n Ch ui"s Whitltey, '68. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Al k 
Charles app w· kl der '64 ............................................ Anchorage, . '!S .a 
Roger Vernon ic an ' · · · · · · · · · · Annandale, V irg!ma 
Frederick Lewi~ Wi~cs., 6't8 · · · · · · · · · · ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." .... · · · · ·5~~th -.Windsor, Connecticut 
David Hui:o WigWut.011.• ·;67· · · · · · · · . . . . . . . . . . · · Annapolis, Maryland 
Norma Eleanor . i ia.n:s, · · · · · · · · · · : . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Accokeek, Maryland 
Douglas Read Wilson, 65 · · · · · .. · · · · · · ................ · · · · · · · · :B~i~;~liff Manor, New York 
Margaret Gladys Winter, ' 66 · · · ·:::::: '.::: ............. · · · · · · · · · · · Charlotte, Vermont 
Lyman Phillips Wood, Jr., · · Kevin Don Witty, '64. · · · · ;6·7· · · ·. ·. · .. ·. ·. · ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·.·.:::::Minneapolis, Minnesota 
Michael James Woolsey, '65 ............. . 

z 
Jonathan Zavin, '68 · · · ·,· · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Howard Allan. Zeidennan,' 67 ....... ·. ·. · ................ . 
Gerald Franklm Zolla;s, 65 · · · · · · · · 
Hope Rosemary Zoss, 67 ...... . 

.New York, New York 
Paterson New Jerst;Y 

.......... :Beii~ Vernon, 'Pennsylvania 
. ·.·.·.·.·:.·.".Berkeley Heights, New Jersey 

Santa Fe 1964-65 
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LYntt Archer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Akron, Ohio 
Marilyn Joyce Avery ....................................................... Tulsa, Oklahoma 

B 

Bruce Robert Baldwin ................................................. Fort Wayne, Indiana 
Herman Glenn Ballard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sabine Pass, Texas 
Christopher Ward Ballmer ................................................ Grants, New Mexico 
Anne MacGregor Bancroft .............................................. Tesuque, New Mexico 
Jean McLean Bancroft ................................................. Tesuque, New Mexico 
Kyle Temple Banks .................................................. Huntington, New York 
Margaret Louise Blum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Washington, D. C. 
Donald Alfred Booth, Jr ............................................... Santa Fe, New Mexico 
Leslie Susan Bornstein ................................................. Paramus, New Jersey 
Chester Carl Bostek. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tomita, California 
Bettina Ann Briggs ............................................. Westport Point, Massachusetts 

c 
Philip Prescott Chandler II ....................................... Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
Michael William Patrick Clark ........................................... Glendale, California 
Diaoa Coleman ..................................................... San Francisco, California 
Monica Collier ......................................................... Alcade, New Mexico 

D 

George Edwin Deering III. ........................................ Shrewsbury, Massachusetts 
Michelle Di Giacomo ...................................................... San Antonio, Texas 

Todd Harkness Everett ..................... . 
E 

. ..................... Ventura, California 

F 

~if'~:~:..~;,;.,•.•.•.•.•.·.•.•.•.·.·.· .. •. •.•.•. •.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•. •.•.•. •.•.•. •.•. •. •. •.•. •.•. •.•. •. •.·.~::tt~'.11.~!~.Ei 
Richard William Flint II. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... Shawnee Mission, Kansas 
Michael Clinton Fowler. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tucson, Arizona 
Jonathan Rudolf Fritz .................................................... Anchorage, Alaska 

G 

Sansi Needham Girard................. . ..................... Santa Fe, New Mexico 
Augusta Aley Goldstein. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . La Verne, California 
David Saul Golub ................................................. Roslyn Heights, New York 
George Granick ..................................................... Englewood, New Jersey 
Ernest Amlin Gray. . ............................................. Mount Kisco, New York 

H 

%~~;°C~t~~I H~;I~;,· ·. ·. ·. ·. ". ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. '. ·. '. ·. ·. ·. ". · .. ·. · '. ·. ·. ·. '. ·. ·. ·. ·. '. ·. ·. ·. ·. '. ·. ·. '. ·. ·. ·. ·. ". ·. ·. ·. ·. '. ._Alta~hlc:;go?a¥fii~~j~ 
Cecile Jayne Howell .................................................. Santa Fe, New Mexico 

K 
Michael Steven Kalisher ............................................... Scranton, Pennsylvania 
Allison Grace Karslake. . .................................. East Lansing, Michigan 
Vida Kazeni. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tehran, Iran 
Thomas George Keens ................................................... Sa.n Pedro, California 
William Glen King ........................................................... Dayton, Texas 
William Curtis Kirker III ............................................ Los Angeles, California 
Kenneth Lewis Kronberg .................................................... Bronx, New York 
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John Joseph Lair ....... . 
James Donald Liljenwall. 

Kieran Daniel Manjarrez. 
Ralph Stanislas Miller .. 
Harold Maurice Morgan, Jr. ..... 
David Irving Moss .... 
John Dunbar McCaffery. 

Fredrik Nordling .. 
Wendy N orins .. 

William Ralph Owens .... 

Harrison Ernest Papps 
Antigone Georgia Phalares ..... . 
Joseph Lane Powell. 

Carol Bryna Reider ......... . 
Lindsay Dewey Ridgeway. 
Deborah Loft Rodman ......... . 
Jill Fran Rosenbloom .. . 

Donald Joseph Schell ........... . 
Isobel Marrissa Schneider ... . 
John William Shaffer .. . 
Alan William Shaw ...................... . 
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Richard Alfred Siege ... . 
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Thomas Evans Stern .. . 
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STATEJ\IENT REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF OCTOBER 23, 1962 (4369 use 39). SHOW
ING THE OWNERSHIP, l\IANAGETITENT, AND CIRCULATION OF THE BULLETIN OF 
ST. JOHN'S COLLEGE published quarterly at Annapolis, l\Iaryland, for October 1, 1964. 6. Names 
and addresses of publisher, editor, and managing editor are: Publisher: St. John 1s College, Annapolis, 
J\!Iaryland. Editor: Richard D. V{ eigle, St. Joh n's College, .. Annapolis, J\!Iaryland. Tvianaging Editor: 
Thomas Parran, Jr., St. John's College, Annapolis, Maryland. 7. Ovvner: St. John's College, An~ 
napolis, 1\'Iaryland. 8. Known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders owning or holding 
1 percent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities: None. 10. A. Total 
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PRELIMINARY APPLICATION 

ST. JOHN'S COLLEGE 

Annapolis, Maryland 

Santa Fe, New Mexico L 

Annapolis ____ Santa Fe ___ _ 

Please check you:r woke of campus. 

I hereby make preliminary applicatiol:l for admission i:o St. John's College foi· the 
arademk year beginning September, 19 ___ . 

Phone 

City ________________________ _ Zone ___ Stat.e __________ _ 

Name Gf parent ox guardian ________________________________ _ 

§chool fTom ivhich ~rou expect to gJt-~ao.uate: ox have graduated~ "tiVith date,. _____ _ 

Schonl atlrlress (city and §tate) _______________________________ _ 

or universities previously attended, iI any ______________________ _ 

Retum this fon:n w:lth applkadon fee of $HJ to the Director of Admissions, St. John's 
College, Annapolis, Maryland, m Santa Fe, New Mexiw. This fee fa not refundabl.e. 

'!!Vhen Wis form is receh•ed, a mo:re detailed application form will be sent to you. See 
"Procedme" on page 65 of this catalogue. 



Alumni Representatives 

Dr. David Dobreer ........................ 1924 Westmont Dr., Alhambra, California 

L. Wheaton Smith ....................... .411 Hill Crest St., El Segundo, California 

John L. Williams ................ 1810 Lagoon View Dr,, Belvedere-Tiburon, California 

T Lansdale Hill ............ Suite 102, 1661 W. San Ca:rlos SL, San Jose 28, California 

Alan S. Maremont. ................ 2835 Washington St., San Francisco, California 

Alan F. Pike ......... 

Robert T. Thompson .. 

Eric A. Teel. .. ., ....... 

.... Apt. 12, 45 Cleary Court, San Francisco, California 

. ..... 22829 Marjorie, Torrance, California 

. .410 F North Milton, Whittier, California 

Edward J. Lush .......................... 37 Lincoln St., North Haven, Connecticut 

Richard A. Novak .......... . .......... 1271 Hill St., Suffield, Connecticut 

James W. Sharp .................... 181 Westland Ave., West Hartford, Connecticut 

Stephen W. Bergen ............ 3608 Whitehaven Pkwy., N.W., Washington 7, D. C. 

Robert A. Gold win ............................ 5644 Kim bark Ave., Chicago, Illinois 

Rev. Dr. Christian A. Hovde ........ Bishop Anderson Fndn., 710 S. Marshfield Ave., 
Chicago, Illinois 

C. Ranlet Lincoln .............................. 1019 East 48th St., Chicago, Illinois 

Rev. G. Hanis Collingwood .... St. Paul's Episcopal Church, 18th & Washington Blvd., 
Kansas City, Kansas 66102 

Rowland A. Jones .................. . ..... 4743 Second Blvd., Detroit l, Michigan 

Chester A. Johnson .......................... 5 Chestnut St., Binghamton, New York 

Dr. Eric Nussbaum ................ Apt. 24, 475 Livingston Ave., Albany, New York 

John D. Mack ......................... 4780 Palisade Ave., Riverdale, 71, New York 

Gene P. Thornton ... ................ 53 Jane St., New York H, New York 

Thomas J. Williams ..................... 99 South Highland Ave., Nyack, New York 

Robert L. Parslow .... 620 Schenley Hall, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213 

Charles R. Zimmerman ............ Bethlehem Steel Co., 816 Beverly, Bethlehem, Pa. 

J. Rodney Whetstone .............................. 3103 S. Park Rd., Bethel Park, Pa. 

Howell Cobb .... Orgain, Bell & Tucker, First Federal Savings Bldg., Beaumont, Texas 

Walter C. Paine ................ Valley News, Box 70, White River Junction, Vermont 
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